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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the current academic and policy literatures concerning school evaluation in primary and secondary education within the OECD countries. First, it provides a typology of the existing systems of school evaluation across the OECD. It encompasses the diverse criteria and instruments commonly used to carry out schools evaluation, as well as the players involved in the design and implementation of school evaluation. It also describes potential consequences for schools. Second, this paper analyses how school evaluation schemes are interrelated with other components of the evaluation framework, such as teacher evaluation and system evaluation. The potential complementarities, duplication and inconsistency of objectives stemming from these interrelations are discussed. Third, this paper presents the advantages and drawbacks of different approaches to school evaluation, the resistance and implementation difficulties resulting from misalignment of interests between different stakeholders, and possible ways to overcome impediments to implementation. Finally, it reviews the quantitative and qualitative evidence available on the impact of different school evaluation schemes on school performance, student learning and the incentives for the teaching staff. It concludes by considering the circumstances under which school evaluation schemes seem to be more conducive to school improvement. The effectiveness of school evaluation schemes relies on developing competencies for evaluation and for using feedbacks. Alignment of stakeholders' interests is also critical to have the support of those being assessed.

Cet article dresse une revue de la littérature académique et empirique consacrée à l'évaluation des établissements scolaires primaires et secondaires au sein des pays de l'OCDE. Une typologie des différents systèmes d'évaluation existants est tout d'abord esquissée. Les différents instruments et critères utilisés pour procéder à l'évaluation des établissements scolaires, ainsi que les acteurs impliqués dans la conception et la mise en œuvre des systèmes d'évaluation des écoles, sont précisés. Les conséquences induites par les résultats de l'évaluation pour les établissements sont également évoquées. Cette revue de littérature analyse ensuite les relations existant entre l'évaluation des établissements scolaires et autres composantes du cadre d'évaluation du système scolaire, notamment l'évaluation des enseignants et l'évaluation du système éducatif. Les sources de complémentarité, effets de doublon et possibles incompatibilités entre ces différentes composantes, sont évoqués. Les avantages et les inconvénients des différentes approaches de l'évaluation des écoles, ainsi que les résistances et les difficultés rencontrées dans leur mise en œuvre en raison des divergences d'intérêt et de point de vue des différents acteurs (autorités éducatives, inspecteurs, chefs d'établissement, corps enseignant…), sont soulignés. Les résultats quantitatifs et qualitatifs d'études empiriques destinées à tester l'impact de l'évaluation sur les performances des élèves, la gestion des établissements, la motivation des enseignants et, plus largement, sur les incitations des agents, sont mentionnés. Cette revue de littérature décrit enfin les environnements les plus favorables au développement des mécanismes d'évaluation les plus efficaces. Ceux-ci supposent notamment le développement de compétences en vue de procéder à des évaluations et d'en exploiter les résultats, ainsi que le soutien et la convergence de vues des acteurs impliqués dans le processus.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. Public demands for educational accountability and improvement intensified in most OECD countries over the past decades. Increased demands for effectiveness, equity and quality in education are justified by the necessity to cope with new economic and social needs. On the one hand, improving the quality of education is necessary in order to meet the ever increasing demand for skilled workers in a context of global economic competition. On the other hand, accountability systems aim at ensuring that school objectives are being met with an effective use of resources.

2. Although evaluation within school systems is not a recent concern, it used to be limited to the evaluation of students for many years. The systematic evaluation of teachers, programs, or the school as a whole, has emerged more recently, and is still far from being common practice in even the most advanced education systems (Nevo, 1998). Evaluation schemes are now increasingly being considered as potential levers of change that could assist with decision-making, resource allocation or school improvement.

3. There is a wide diversity among OECD countries in the ways they approach the evaluation of schools. Scope and methods of school evaluation, criteria and standards used and data gathering instruments differ largely across education systems, according to the educational context and the stakeholders involved in the design and implementation of school evaluation schemes. This variety is the result of different traditions, diverse administration systems and educational policies, not only related to evaluation, but also to school autonomy. Considering the varied degrees to which decentralization policies are implemented in the different countries, the roles and functions of school evaluation can vary (Scheerens et al., 1999).

4. Though school evaluation systems vary in their characteristics, they share a common global purpose of improving teaching and learning. This report reviews the current state-of-the-art: national approaches are compared in order to assess the pros and cons of the various evaluation schemes in place. However, assessing the comparative effectiveness of approaches to school evaluation is challenging, since school systems differ across countries in a wide range of dimensions.

5. This report has five further sections. Section two aims at reviewing approaches to school evaluation in OECD countries. The links between school evaluation and other components of the school system evaluation framework are investigated in section three. Section four analyses the advantages and drawbacks of different approaches to school evaluation. Section five presents empirical evidence on the impact of school evaluation schemes upon education outcomes. Finally, section six offers some concluding remarks.
2. KEY FEATURES OF SCHOOL EVALUATION SCHEMES IN OECD COUNTRIES: A FRAMEWORK FOR A COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION

6. This section describes the key dimensions of school evaluation within school systems of OECD countries.

2.1 Purposes and scope of school evaluation

2.1.1 Purposes of school evaluation

School evaluation serves two main purposes: improvement and accountability

7. School evaluation serves two interlinked purposes, improvement and accountability. School improvement relates to access to education (equity) and education performance (quality and efficiency). School evaluation for improvement aims at closing achievement gaps between low-performing and high performing schools, as well as to enhance the performance of all students. School evaluation for improvement purposes generally implies a formative approach. However, definitions and perspectives regarding the purpose and the focus of improvement can vary according to different stakeholders.

8. School accountability aims at providing information to policy makers and the public about value for money, compliance with standards and regulation and quality of the services provided. School evaluation for accountability purposes generally implies the use of summative approaches. Conceptually speaking, three dimensions of accountability are particularly relevant for school evaluation. First, contractual accountability is externally directed, and focuses on meeting the requirements of the school system and contributing to improve its quality. Second, moral accountability is focussed on meeting the needs of parents and students. Third, professional accountability is focussed on meeting one's expectation and those of colleagues and is more internally directed (Learmonth, 2000; Gurr, 2007). Potential tensions may exist between these forms of accountability. In practice, various levels of accountability may co-exist. First, a traditional type of vertical (hierarchical) external accountability, in which schools provide information to the relevant public authorities (local or national), is present in most countries. Similarly, schools may provide their supervisory boards with insight into the adequacy of their management and practices. In this context, external evaluation plays a major role. Second, a horizontal type of accountability, in which schools provide their community and stakeholders with insight into their processes, choices and results has emerged more recently, alongside with the development of internal evaluation. In practice, schools are increasingly held accountable to multiple levels of educational authorities and to the wider community in which they are involved (parents, pupils).

School evaluation gains prominence as schools are granted more autonomy and market forms of accountability are developed

9. There is an increased prominence of school evaluation as school systems decentralize with further autonomy given to individual schools and as market forms of accountability gain in importance. There has been a general international trend to implement devolution of responsibilities for resource management, curriculum development, and school evaluation to the school level. This increased autonomy has been balanced by the strengthening of accountability through the setting of outcome assessments and national standards that all schools should meet. In this context, strong leadership is needed to report to central authorities and implement goal-oriented changes at the local level. Within a context of large levels of autonomy, the evaluation function itself could be given to the school with external evaluation taking the shape of inspecting school approaches to evaluation. An example would be the situation in the Netherlands
where schools are required to carry out school self-evaluations, while the inspectorate or external review panels build further on these self-evaluations (Scheerens et al., 1999).

10. The second major trend is the shift from a bureaucratic to a market-driven accountability system. The shift in accountability takes place when parents are offered wider choice in the education of their children. Several countries have attempted to raise school quality by enhancing parental choice and allowing schools to compete for students. In some countries, such as the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, accountability is sought in the form of strengthening consumer control (league tables, school guides) more than in the form of active measures (rewards and sanctions) from higher administrative levels. In a school system significantly relying on parental choice, external evaluation serves two purposes: to assure that schools are meeting the centrally-defined standards that justify their receipt of public funds; and to assure that parents have reliable information to assist with their decisions.

2.1.2 Scope of school evaluation

Domains and areas for evaluation

11. Four evaluation domains can be identified (Mc Beath et al., 1998): first, the evaluation of outcomes, second, the evaluation of processes at the classroom level, third, the evaluation of processes at the school level and fourth, the school environment. More precisely, outcomes are associated with academic achievement, personal and social development, and pupils’ destination after leaving school. Processes at the classroom level relate to the quality of learning and teaching. Processes at school level relate to the school as a learning, social and professional place. Finally, evaluation of the school environment is focused on the relations between the school and the parents, as well as with the links between the school and the local community.

12. Evaluators may attach importance to processes, outcomes or both. The definition of what may be considered ‘input’, ‘process’ and ‘outcome’ varies across countries. Processes are a set of practices that transform an ‘input’ into an educational output. Processes usually relate to the management of financial, human and material resources needed to contribute to the quality of a school’s performance in compliance with the regulations. The outcomes are the results achieved by a school with respect to its aims. They relate to the social and cognitive skills acquired at school and may focus on how pupils perform in their careers beyond the completion of schooling. As regards processes, evaluation covers the compliance of educational practices with the legislation, as well as the quality of practices developed by the schools for achieving the aims set by the education authorities. From the standpoint of outcomes, the performance of pupils is generally examined as regards the acquisition of cognitive and social skills. The majority of approaches to evaluation are concerned with both processes and outcomes and generally cover all school activities. By contrast, evaluations exclusively focussed on processes are usually concerned with specific aspects, such as compliance with regulations or the evaluation of internal evaluation procedures (Eurydice, 2004).

Focus of school evaluation

School evaluation focused on procedural aspects

13. Evaluation exclusively focused on processes is primarily intended to monitor compliance with regulations. It is usually concerned with aspects such as the composition of classes, the tasks and workload of teachers, the use of school infrastructure, and the management of human and budgetary resources, rather than with educational tasks. In Greece, for instance, evaluation is centred on human and functional resources administration. Great emphasis is laid on staff management: punctuality of staff, their involvement in school activities, relations between teachers and parents and collaboration between teachers
are examined. In Austria, school inspectors look into the quality of teaching and the implementation of administrative tasks. They are further in charge of examining legal compliance in all school-provision matters (e.g. construction of schools) by the communities and provinces.

14. In a minority of countries, external evaluation consists of an evaluation of the internal evaluation processes. This is increasingly the case in Austria. Similarly, in Iceland, external evaluators are contracted by the Ministry of Education to undertake the evaluation of the internal evaluation procedures developed by compulsory and upper secondary schools, in order to verify whether the latter comply with the goals set by the Ministry of Education.

School evaluation focused on outcomes

15. The majority of approaches to evaluation concerned with outcomes rely on the results obtained by pupils in national tests and examinations, as a means to evaluate the performance of individual schools. National and international assessments are also used to measure the extent to which students achieve national standards. In most countries, school evaluation focuses either on the levels of student performance or on gains in student performance. School performance measures generally rely on student test scores. They might focus on overall gains in student performance or rather use an adjusted version of student gains.

16. A minority of countries have adopted an approach to evaluation chiefly concerned with pupil outcomes. This applies to Hungary and the United States where evaluation is focussed on pupil attainment in national tests. In the United States, the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act adopted in 2001 comprises strong accountability measures designed to encourage schools to meet specific standards (US Department of Education, 2002). Test results for each school must be reported and compared to state-determined targets for adequate yearly progress (AYP) that are designed to meet the law’s requirement that all students reach ‘proficiency’ in each subject by 2014. Hungary also adopts an approach to evaluation concerned solely with the results obtained by pupils in national tests. As standardized evaluation structures are lacking in Hungary, the first regular performance measurement of pupils that served the purposes of evaluation was the reading comprehension, and mathematical competence survey covering each pupil in grades 5 and 9. The measurements carried out with similar contents over several years since 2001 provide opportunity both at school and at system-level to assess the effectiveness of education.

17. Assessed outcomes may relate not only to the levels of performance attained by schools, but also to equity of results within the school. Schools are increasingly required not just to improve the educational attainment of pupils, but also to assume broader social responsibilities, including the integration of children with special educational needs, the social mix, equality of opportunity for disadvantaged pupils, and the integration of immigrant children (OECD, 2007a). Consequently, school evaluation may focus on whether schools meet equity targets. This applies to the United States and is one of the main objectives underlying the No Child Left Behind Act adopted in 2001 (US Department of education), which mandates that states narrow the achievement gap between their highest and lowest performing students. The NCLB foresees that for each measure of school performance, states must specify annual targets to be met by specific groups of students. The subgroup provision applies to students who are economically disadvantaged, are members of racial or ethnic minorities, are disabled, or are Limited English Proficient (LEP). Schools and districts must test students and meet targets for each student subgroup in the school in order to make “adequate yearly progress” (AYP) and obtain federal funding. The contribution of this requirement to equity is however controversial, since “schools with a sufficient number of students in each of several targeted groups to be reported are less likely to meet AYP targets than schools of the same size and similar performance but with a homogeneous student body” (Linn R., 2005).
Evaluation focussed on both outcomes and processes

18. **External evaluation is typically concerned with both processes and outcomes**, whether evaluators are provided with a pre-determined list of aspects to be assessed (as in the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal or the United Kingdom) or not (as in France, Poland and Iceland) by educational authorities. In France, evaluation by two inspection authorities, the national education inspection (IEN, for primary schools, vocational education and apprenticeships) and the regional pedagogical inspectors (IPR for secondary general and technological education), focuses on compliance of the school plan with national legislation, its implementation and its consequences for the results of pupils. Evaluation of the school head by the *recteur* of the *académie* focuses on the processes adopted by the school in areas such as the pedagogical methods, the resources involved and the results of pupils. As regards processes, the regional inspectorate (*kuratorium*) in Poland examines compliance with national legislation in areas such as the curriculum, teachers’ qualifications and their rules for assessing pupils. As regards outcomes, the *kuratorium* assesses the performance of pupils and checks whether regional educational objectives and the aims of each school are achieved. In the United Kingdom and Iceland, the assessment of processes concentrates on whether the curriculum, the composition of teaching staff, and building management comply with national legislation. Output measures considered include the results of pupils in tests or examinations (Eurydice, 2004).

Evaluation whose focus varies depending on the authorities involved

19. In certain countries in which local authorities are responsible for school evaluation, the scope of external evaluation varies depending on the entity concerned. In countries in which an approach to evaluation is decentralised to the local authorities, the content of external evaluation is determined by them. This applies to decentralized states such as Canada, Spain, and Germany. In Germany and Spain, external evaluation is concerned with both processes and results in certain Länder or Autonomous Communities, whereas in others it only covers processes. In Germany for instance, each individual Land sets the content of the external evaluation of schools. In the Land of Brandenburg, the *Schulaufsicht* solely evaluates teaching processes, while evaluation criteria can include the attainment of pupils in Bremen (Eurydice, 2004). In Spain, the Autonomous Communities are responsible for defining school evaluation plans. In the Autonomous Communities that have not yet adopted plans for evaluation, the focus of evaluation varies. As a general rule, it tends to monitor the observance of regulations, but three Autonomous Communities (Navarra, the Basque Country and Rioja) also take into account pupils' attainment. In Finland and Hungary, as there are no national regulations for the evaluation of individual schools, education providers are responsible for evaluating education (respectively, the municipalities and the local and county government) and decide about the approach to local evaluation. In Sweden, the municipalities themselves are responsible for the organisation and implementation of evaluation locally. Though the municipalities are free to determine the content of the quality appraisals that they conduct of their schools, the Swedish National Agency for Education (NAE, or Skolverket) is recommending that these appraisals deal not just with processes, but also school performance and pupil achievement.

2.1.3 Users of results from school evaluation

20. **Results from school evaluations are used by various stakeholders.** For educational authorities and parents, evaluation systems are intended as an accountability tool. As regards policy-makers, external evaluation and students' assessments provide governments with information to compare school performance within the country and in relation to other countries. Information on the implementation and achievement of the stated educational goals may be used by educational authorities to improve the allocation of resources. In market-oriented systems, external evaluation is justified in terms of benefits to parents, since school performance information orients parents' decisions with regard to school choice. For school leaders and administrators, the findings from evaluation should provide relevant indicators to
support school-level actions and decision-making. Internal evaluation benefits are seen as primarily for schools, teachers and pupils with the aim of improving learning, teaching, and management within the school.

21. **Schools are increasingly held accountable to multiple authorities**, such as education ministries, local councils, and also to the wider community of stakeholders. The situation in England typifies the tendency towards multi-accountability. Schools are accountable to the central level through OFSTED inspections, to their local authority and to a governing body which includes representatives of key stakeholders such as parents, staff and representatives of the local community. Local authorities and the Secretary of State have powers of intervention if the school’s performance becomes a cause for concern. There is also a market-driven accountability system, in which parents are provided with information on school performance (online OFSTED reports, and schools’ test results, etc.) to inform their choice of a school. The Netherlands has followed this trend towards multi-accountability. Schools are accountable to central government for both budgetary matters and pupil achievement (the ministry having the right to restrict funding if school performance is poor). ‘Organising bodies’ are also involved in school evaluation and schools are accountable to families since freedom to choose a school is accompanied by a system of information provision for families (inspection reports and attainment test results are available on-line). Potential tensions and inconsistency of objectives may stem from these competing forms of accountability.

2.2 Responsibilities for school evaluation

2.2.1 Agencies with responsibility for school evaluation

Agencies responsible for defining criteria and standards

Standardisation of the criteria for school external evaluation in the context of school autonomy

22. There is a current trend in most OECD countries to base external evaluation on objective considerations, by providing evaluators with lists of criteria set by the central education authorities. When predetermined lists of criteria are established for external evaluation, they are either defined by chief inspectors (as in the Netherlands, Portugal, the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic), or by departments within ministries or education authorities (as in the Flemish Community of Belgium, Catalonia, Andalucía and the Canary Islands in Spain, and Iceland).

23. Since the late 1990s, the criteria used for the evaluation of schools have been subject to standardisation in many of the countries in which the central educational authorities are responsible for evaluating schools. The majority of OECD countries thus report that they are developing national goals or standards of student performance (OECD, 2008c). This trend towards standardisation seems to equate to reinforcement of school accountability and increased professionalization of the evaluation service (Eurydice, 2007). This applies to Portugal since 1999 and to some of the Spanish Autonomous Communities (Andalucía, Catalonia and Castilla-La-Mancha). In Poland a uniform list of criteria has also been used since 2004. In England, the Inspection Framework drawn up by OFSTED sets out the requirements for evaluating schools and pupils’ attainment and lists the criteria which form the basis for all school inspections.

24. In some countries, local education authorities have kept a pivotal role in the evaluation process but, since the mid 1990s, national standards and student attainment standardized tests have been developed as part of a national structure for school accountability. Paralleling the movement toward developing curriculum standards for students, standards for schools have also been developed for the purpose of school evaluation. This applies to Denmark, Belgium, Hungary, Canada, and the United States. For instance, Hungary rounds off the inspections carried out by local authorities with a new compulsory system of evaluating schools through standardised tests.
Schools have some leeway when it comes to defining criteria for internal evaluation.

25. Whether internal evaluation is compulsory or recommended, there are generally instructions and recommendations regarding its implementation. Though schools are seldom compelled to use a predetermined list of criteria in the course of internal evaluations, a general set of aspects are usually defined by the education authorities, on the basis of which schools have to define their criteria for internal evaluation. However, schools typically have some leeway when it comes to defining criteria. Self-evaluation usually centers on the question whether schools meet their own objectives. When the results of internal evaluation are destined to be used by individual schools in order to enhance their quality, their staff usually plays an active part in defining the criteria. In a limited number of countries, internal evaluation is used either to report to the educational providers and education authorities, or taken into account in the course of external evaluation. In this case, the criteria tend to be partly determined by the education authorities, in order to make comparisons easier.

Agencies responsible for evaluating schools

Division of responsibilities for the evaluation of administrative and educational tasks

26. In most countries, school evaluation covers two main aspects: educational tasks and administrative tasks such as resource management (OECD, 2008b). Typically these two aspects are assessed by different agencies. In Poland, for instance, the inspectorate (kuratorium at regional level) evaluates educational tasks, while the gminy (municipalities), which are responsible for the management of compulsory education, deal with the evaluation of administrative tasks. Similarly, in Hungary, regional pedagogical institutes or independent experts authorised by the local authorities are responsible for evaluating educational tasks, whereas other experts, also at the request of the local authority, analyse the efficiency with which schools manage their budget. In lower secondary education in France, the school plan is evaluated by an inspectorate. School heads and, via them, all school activities are evaluated by the académie authorities, whereas evaluation of the management of capital and operational resources is carried out by regional auditors.

27. Local authorities may also intervene when they are the school educational providers. Since their role as evaluators is not always officially specified at central level, they may evaluate schools in accordance with their own interests. In Denmark, the municipalities evaluate aspects concerned with both educational and management tasks for which schools are responsible, whereas specialised bodies evaluate specific areas. In the partner country Estonia, the state supervisory agency is involved in those aspects of school activity concerned with teaching/learning, whereas the owners of schools (local authorities) are concerned with administrative aspects, the monitoring of compliance with legal standards and the management of resources. In Slovakia, the inspectorate is responsible for evaluating educational tasks, whereas each school founder monitors the financial aspects of schools. The school authorities, which are state bodies present in the regions and districts, delegate some of their responsibilities for financial auditing and the monitoring of organisational aspects to specialist departments.

28. In some countries, responsibilities for school evaluation are shared. In the United Kingdom for instance (England and Wales), Ofsted (in England) and Estyn (in Wales) regularly inspect the entire work of each publicly-funded school at least every six years. These inspections have three main purposes: to hold schools accountable to parents and the local community, to help schools plan for improvement and to provide information on the national state of education. Local education authorities (LEAs), on the other hand, have a legal duty to promote high standards of education, and a wide range of other responsibilities which, if they are to be exercised effectively, require them to monitor their schools. Though specific evaluation procedures are not prescribed, LEAs are expected to visit all their schools at least once a year to
discuss school improvement and target-setting as well as to provide early identification of schools causing concern.

Division of responsibilities for the evaluation of educational tasks between regional and central levels

29. In the majority of OECD countries, the central educational authorities are responsible for evaluating schools through the inspectorates. Inspection systems may be centralised or devolved. In New Zealand, Germany and Spain, schools are evaluated through inspections attached to the higher educational authorities – respectively the government, the Länder and the Autonomous Communities. In some countries, the inspectorate has a high degree of autonomy (in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom), although it remains ultimately accountable to the Ministry of Education (in the Netherlands and Scotland) or to the Parliament (England, Wales). Inspections can be coupled with local authority evaluations, as in the Czech Republic and the United Kingdom (England).

30. In a few countries, the body responsible for evaluation is accountable to a decentralized authority. This applies for instance to France, Austria or Poland. The inspectorate, which is run by the top-level education authority, also operates offices at regional level, for instance at the level of the académie in France. In Austria, though the inspectorate is a department of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, inspectors are affiliated to the federal school authorities in the provinces (Bezirkschulräte, district school board), Landesschulräte (province school board) and work within the jurisdiction of the Landesschulrat responsible for organizing school inspections in each of the nine Länder. In Poland, the kuratorzy are responsible for the evaluation of schools in each province (voivodship). They implement the policy of the Ministry of Education, but report to the head of the province who reports to the prime minister.

31. Some countries share responsibility for evaluating schools or the educational tasks of schools between various levels of authority. This applies for instance to the United Kingdom and Hungary. This responsibility is shared between the municipalities and the national agency responsible for external evaluation in Sweden and Denmark (NAE and EVA respectively) and, in Iceland, between the ministry and the municipalities.

2.2.2 Other actors involved in the conception and implementation of school evaluation

Other actors involved in the implementation of external evaluation

32. Teams of inspectors occasionally call upon experts to support them in the course of external evaluation. When teams of evaluators in Germany, Austria, Scotland, and the Czech Republic need specialist assistance they can call upon experts in the fields concerned to join them on an ad hoc basis. Experts are concerned only with the specific issue they have been asked to investigate. In Austria, school inspectors may call upon other inspectors, as well as experts and teachers with special knowledge to support them. In Scotland and Northern Ireland, inspection teams also frequently include at least one "Associate Assessor" (practicing teachers, head teachers, or managers serving in other educational establishments). Their involvement adds an element of peer review to the inspection process. Teams of inspectors occasionally call upon staff who have not specialised in the field of education. Evaluation teams in the United Kingdom (except those from the LEAs) have to include a "lay member" in order to ensure that stakeholder views are fully taken into account. Lay members are representatives of the public, and as such are not involved professionally in education. The lay member can deal with such areas as relations with parents or with the pupil’s comfort and their personal and social development.
Other actors involved in the conception of internal evaluation

33. Parallel to external school evaluation, many countries have recently developed internal evaluation, which can be defined as a type of evaluation where the professionals (teachers, head teachers) take the responsibility for the evaluation of their own organization (either their classes, or the school as a whole). At the school level, internal evaluation can be performed by a teacher or a group of teachers, by other members of the school's professional personnel, by the principal or other school administrators, or by a special staff member designated to serve as an evaluator. The teaching staff may carry out the school evaluation themselves or make use of external advisors. Educational umbrella organizations, national agencies, educational authorities and schools themselves have developed tools and methodologies to enable schools to evaluate educational quality autonomously.

2.2.3 External evaluators: qualifications and training

2.2.3.1 Background

34. An external evaluation of a school can be performed by the school district, a ministry of education, using professional evaluators, regional inspectors, or a district/state/national evaluation department. External evaluation can also be conducted by an independent evaluation consultant (Hungary) or evaluation firm, commissioned by the school itself or its governing board (Nevo, 2002). Requirements for school inspections and the criteria for appointment as a school inspector may operate from the central administrative level or from lower levels, such as regional offices or municipalities.

35. The predominant function of external evaluations conducted by inspectors is accountability. As inspectors provide feedback to schools about their strengths and weaknesses, inspections are also a vehicle for schools to improve. According to R. Standaert (2001), two main paths have developed historically. The first is exemplified by the United Kingdom and is characterized by a focus on the institutional quality of the school as a whole. The second path, observable in France, is characterized by a search for quality focused on teachers. In addition to these two primary approaches (i.e. full inspection of the school on the one hand, and inspection of teachers and principals on the other hand), other tasks have been given to the inspectorate, such as thematic inspection, inspection of branches of study, the supervision of test and examinations, monitoring of in-service training, or the development and maintenance of a database related on the education system.

2.2.3.2 Required qualifications and experience for candidates

36. In most countries the candidates for a function as inspector are required to have experience in education or teaching. Candidates are usually required to have a teaching qualification for the level of education which they are going to evaluate. In Germany, a member of staff responsible for supervision in primary, lower or upper secondary education (Schulaufsichtsbeamter) is required to provide evidence of the same qualifications as teachers at the school level concerned and must have completed several years of teaching service. In countries in which teaching qualifications are required, candidates must also have completed several years of service as teachers: for instance, eight years of experience in teaching are required in Slovakia, ten years in the French community of Belgium and in Greece.

37. When a central national inspectorate does not exist, inspections are carried out under the supervision of education providers at the local level. In some cases, it is up to local educational providers to determine their own criteria for the appointment of inspectors (Denmark, Hungary). In Hungary, inspection of education is performed by independent experts of public education listed on the national list of experts (Országos Szakértői Jegyzék). Entry on the list must be applied for, and is conditional upon complying
with some basic criteria, namely teaching qualifications and a minimum of ten years of experience in teaching and education.

38. In countries in which teaching qualifications are not formally required, a relevant degree or professional experience in either training or advising is generally required. In England, a relevant degree and/or professional qualification within the relevant setting (teaching, training, inspecting or advising) are required in order to undertake inspection for the Ofsted. Though there are no specific requirements in the Netherlands, candidates with experience in the sector in which they are to work are preferred.

39. Experience in school management or specialisation in evaluation may be required. As a general rule, inspectors must have acquired several years of experience as head teachers or in a senior position in a teacher training institution in Germany. In Poland, the requirements for appointment as an inspector are a minimum of six years of employment in a teaching post and the completion of in-service training courses related to administration or management, or a minimum of 2 years experience in a managerial position at school. Similarly, all inspection teams from the Czech School Inspectorate must include one controller, namely an inspector specialised in resource management and administration. Controllers have to have a degree in law or economics and at least five years of professional experience in education. In New Zealand, although no teaching qualification is formally required to join the Education Review Office (ERO), Review Officers should have acquired previous experience in management.

40. Although inspectors are usually required to assess both educational and administrative tasks, no country requires formal qualifications in management or business administration. This apparent paradox may be explained by the following observation from the European Commission Education DG "where it is clearly stated that applicants must testify to their administrative qualifications, this is always in terms of their professional experience. It is expected that managerial competence should have been acquired in the course of previous work as a school head, (…) or in other posts in educational administration" (Eurydice, 2004).

41. In addition to experience in education or management, social or specific skills are recommended to be eligible for the position of external evaluator. Analytical skills are broadly required. Most countries place great emphasis on the knowledge of legislation. In multi-linguistic countries, candidates must be able to speak more than one language to facilitate contacts with other cultural communities. In Spain, inspectors have to accredit competence in the co-official language of the corresponding Autonomous Community. In the Czech Republic, inspectors are required basic computer literacy.

2.2.3.3. Recruitment process

42. In the vast majority of countries, external evaluators are permanent civil servants employed by the central (or regional) authority responsible for carrying out external evaluation. In the countries offering civil servant status to evaluators, candidates have to meet demanding criteria: they are generally expected to hold a degree, to complete a specialist course, to succeed a competitive examination and to complete a probationary period. Countries that entrust external evaluation to independent experts seem to accept candidates with a broader range of qualifications as long as they submit evidence of the expertise required in educational or managerial issues. This applies for instance to Denmark, the United Kingdom (for lay inspectors and registered inspectors), Iceland and Hungary. In England and Wales, there is a system of contracting out school inspections. Ofsted and Estyn are responsible for the management of the system of school inspection, under which school inspections are carried out by independent inspectors, engaged by inspection providers. These are commercial organizations or local education authorities (LEAs), who bid for contracts to carry out inspections. Their work is monitored by Her Majesty’s Inspectors (HMI), permanent employees of Ofsted and Estyn.
43. **Inspectors are usually recruited on the basis of a competitive examination.** An interview and discussion with an examination committee is also a standard procedure in the recruitment. In a number of countries, a teaching test has been introduced for the recruitment. In France and in the French and Flemish Communities of Belgium, a written test is organised as a first selection, followed by an oral examination. In Spain, the competitive examination phase comprises three different parts which assess candidates’ knowledge of teaching techniques, administrative issues and legislation on education as well as the command of appropriate techniques to carry out inspections.

44. In several countries, the entrance to the inspectorate is being widened by allowing non-teachers or school managers to apply. This is the case in Portugal, England, the Netherlands and for controllers in the Czech Republic. In Sweden, inspectors are recruited by the municipalities mainly among teachers and teacher trainers but can also be practitioners in other fields such as government and local authorities. In Scotland, inspectors from backgrounds in social work, youth justice, health and care have recently joined HMIE to deliver children’s services inspections.

### 2.2.3.4 Initial training and in-service training for the inspectorate

45. Special training in evaluation is usually offered following recruitment or appointment. In France (in the case of the regional educational inspectors, IPR) candidates who pass the exam are assigned to an académie and undergo two years of alternate work and training at the national training centre. On the approval of the recteur at the end of the training program, they are certified as IPRs. In Portugal, in Ireland and in the French Community of Belgium, training of inspectors includes special courses related to evaluation as well as a mentoring process, involving guidance from experienced staff. Training courses include aspects related to administration or management in Spain, Portugal and the United Kingdom. In countries in which candidates have to undergo specialist training in evaluation prior to appointment, new inspectors are closely observed.

46. Systematic in-service training has been developed in a few countries, especially for the inspectors' first years of service. In England, Ofsted requires all appointed inspectors to complete a minimum of five days of professional development every year and keep up to date with inspection practice. In Slovakia, school inspectors of the State School Inspectorate (SSI) must complete in-service training. As a general rule, though a limited number of countries have a definite approach for the initial training of beginning inspectors little attention is paid to systematic on-the-job training (Standaert, 2001).

### 2.3 Evaluation procedures

#### 2.3.1 Reference standards and aspects assessed

**2.3.1.1. Standards**

Educational standards for the external evaluation of schools

47. The term educational standard can be used in different ways (Döbert et al., 2004). Educators and policy makers usually refer to educational standards as student learning outcomes (knowledge, skills, disposition) they expect the education system should induce in the students at different grade levels. More specifically, evaluators consider standards as the desirable or acceptable levels (cut scores) of learning or performance that would inform whether or not the performance of a school is good enough. Standards formulate measurable expectations towards schools and instruction and therefore make schools more accountable for their achievement. Grading scales and required standards for schools and pupils might focus on national average or value-added indicators which take into account schools’ background and pupils intake. Educational standards might also take the form of educational goals for specified grade levels.
Performance standards define the achievement on a proficiency scale, and finally provide assessment standards. Evaluators may also focus on content standards, related to competency dimensions.

Standards for the internal evaluation of schools

48. **Internal evaluation should usually relate to the school’s own aims, as set out in its educational plan.** In most countries, the general objective of the internal evaluation is to report goal attainment and measures planned for increasing goal attainment. Self-evaluation is therefore strongly connected to the school development programme. The obligation to consider how far the educational policy of the school has been implemented is consistent with one of the aims underlying internal evaluation, namely supporting schools in critically appraising and developing their own quality. It is also fully consistent with the need to balance schools’ empowerment with accountability measures in the context of school autonomy.

49. Schools may be recommended to rely on the standards and criteria defined by external evaluators when they carry out internal evaluation. As a general rule, regard must be paid to documents specified at a level higher than the school; these documents may be specific concerns, indicators (France), or the criteria used by the inspectorate for external evaluation (Catalonia, England). In France, in the case of evaluation carried out by the school head, the only restriction in determining the focus of evaluation is that due regard must be paid to a set of centrally formulated concerns. The Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Slovakia, which have centrally determined lists of criteria for external evaluation, recommend that schools use them in their internal evaluation. Similarly, in Sweden, internal evaluators have to refer to general guidelines for quality reporting laid down by the Swedish National Agency for Education. This is consistent with the fact that in several countries, such as the Netherlands, external evaluation partly relies on the judgement formed during internal evaluation.

2.3.1.2 Aspects assessed in the external evaluation of schools

50. In many countries, the definition of aspects to be assessed in the course of school evaluation follows Stufflebeam's CIPP evaluation model (context, input, process and products). "Context" is usually related to readiness to learn, public attitudes to education, and the role of school in the community. Inputs include facilities and equipment, educational choice, financing, teaching characteristics and classroom characteristics. Processes are related to expectations and attitudes, learning measures, teaching arrangements, parental and community involvement. Finally, products include student academic performance and post-schooling outcomes.

Processes assessed in the external evaluation of schools

51. **A wide range of school processes can be assessed.** Certain aspects such as teaching and learning processes, or guidance and support for pupils, are virtually always part of the evaluation grids predetermined at the national level. The parameters may include equity concerns, such as the treatment of pupils with special needs. The educational approach of the school is often considered, through the examination of the school plan or the school annual report. The management of human, financial and material resources is also often taken into account. Other aspects such as the functioning of bodies with mixed representation or internal evaluation are typically less relevant (Eurydice, 2004). The classroom practice of teachers is evaluated in accordance with parameters that relate to the content of their lessons and the teaching methods and materials employed by them, the quality of their interaction with pupils, respect for their personalities and the development of their self-confidence.

52. **Some aspects covered go beyond the educational responsibilities of schools:** they may relate to the relations with parents in order to estimate if schools seek to associate them with decision-making or take account of their opinions. School relations with other schools, local institutions or the local community in
general may be considered too. Parameters concerned with ‘leadership’, such as the coordination of teaching activity, the participation of teachers or pupils in decision-making, the communication of information, the pursuit of common objectives and the sharing of a ‘school ethos’, aim at evaluating the social and professional atmosphere within the school. In a minority of countries, such as England or Wales the improvements carried out since the previous inspection are also evaluated.

Outcomes assessed in the course of external evaluation

53. **Quantitative outcome parameters** relate to the academic performance of pupils (results in tests and examinations), their rate of absenteeism, the drop-out rate, and indicators such as the success rate in progressing from one year to the next, or the proportion of pupils who qualify for special education. Pupils’ performance in national tests (*e.g.* Scotland) and the results of exams organised by schools can be used (*e.g.* the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Netherlands, Scotland and Slovakia) in order to assess the performance of the school. Assessments enabling the comparison of students and schools might encompass performance in several fields: assessments may measure specific aspects of student performance and quality outcomes: be curriculum based on specific subjects; or be cross curricular problem solving type. When inspectors take into account the results obtained by pupils in specific subjects, they focus on the language of instruction and mathematics in most cases.

54. **Qualitative outcome parameters** are associated with the cognitive development of pupils or their social behaviour. Qualitative outcome parameters relate for instance to the theoretical, communication or analytical skills acquired by pupils while at school. The cognitive skills of pupils are qualitatively evaluated as outcomes of educational activity in the Flemish Community of Belgium, in Slovakia and in the Czech Republic, usually by observing pupils directly in the classroom. The social skills of pupils are evaluated as an outcome of education by observing their attitudes (Slovakia, the Czech Republic), their involvement in extra-curricular activities in Spain (the Canary Islands), or their relationships in the United Kingdom. In the Flemish Community of Belgium, Spain, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Slovakia, schools are evaluated in accordance with both quantitative and qualitative outcome parameters. In Scotland, the inspectors evaluate schools by means of a composite performance indicator which integrates several types of outcome parameters. These parameters include the performance of pupils in national examinations, the quality of their learning, and the progress they achieve. In England and Wales, under the Education Act (2005), Her Majesty’s Chief Inspectors are required to take into account, among other things, the educational standards achieved by schools, the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of pupils, and the contribution made by schools to the well-being of pupils.

2.3.1.3 Aspects assessed in the course of internal evaluations

55. *As with external evaluations, internal evaluations may focus on processes, outcomes or both.* Such evaluation is usually concerned with both educational and administrative tasks. In some countries the aspects to be addressed are only marginally externally dictated as with the quality of the educational process in Slovakia or the quality of management in Greece. Where more external direction is given, aspects to be evaluated typically include the obligation to take account of the performance of pupils and of the relations of the school with the school community or parents (*Eurydice*, 2004). For example, in Austria, internal evaluation should cover teaching and learning, the classroom and the school environment, the partnerships of schools, school management, the professionalism of staff and staff development. Indicators expressing input, processes and results must also be prepared. In Spain, where self-evaluation is compulsory for all educational institutions since 1990, each Autonomous Community proposes the contents on which self-evaluation must focus. In some cases, they refer to the whole of the institution; in others, they deal with partial aspects of the school activity, such as curricular competences, the equity and efficiency of education, school coexistence, etc.
56. Some countries emphasise the importance of results by encouraging schools to use performance indicators (France, Portugal, Iceland and the United Kingdom). In France, a set of indicators for the guidance of secondary schools enables them to measure their specific characteristics and to compare themselves with other schools in the country. In England, schools are also expected to analyse pupil performance using benchmarks and performance indicators. In addition, as regards improvement, schools are expected to set specific targets for pupil performance, evaluate the quality of teaching against national criteria, plan objectives and targets for improvement and evaluate their effectiveness (Ofsted, 1998).

2.3.2 Evaluation instruments

57. A wide range of instruments are available to external evaluators. The observation of lessons is typical in those systems based on Inspectorates. The method of observation is generally not formalised. Interviews are also usual in all inspection bodies. This pertains to interviews with school managers and individual or groups of teachers. Parents are interviewed in England, the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Netherlands, Scotland, and the Czech Republic. In Ireland parents are consulted as representatives of the Boards of Management. In some systems, such as England, Scotland, the Czech Republic, the Netherlands and the Flemish Community of Belgium, pupils or representatives of pupils are also interviewed.

58. Systematic questionnaires are used in the majority of the countries. School managers fill in a questionnaire during the preparation phase in England, the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal and in Scotland. In Scotland school managers and teachers also fill in a questionnaire after the inspection in which they can give their opinion of the inspection process (Standaert, 2001). In several countries, parents and pupils may reply to questionnaires when data are gathered. This type of involvement is particularly used for internal evaluations. Parents are given a questionnaire in which they are asked about their view of the school in the Czech Republic, England, Portugal and Scotland. In the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Norway, parents and pupils may be consulted when data for internal evaluation are collected. In Norway, they may also be members of groups set up specifically to carry out internal evaluation. In Scotland, parents are consulted about priorities regarding quality improvement.

59. Using test data for inspection is also usual. In some countries, where some forms of external examinations exist, inspectorates use these results to confront schools with averages, benchmarks, or targets. In some countries, such as Ireland, the inspectorate does not use the results of the national examinations as evidence in full inspections or for purposes of ranking schools. These results are only used for national surveys. During inspections, the inspectors may apply their own tests; or check the results of school-based pupil testing. In Scotland for instance, the inspectorate has its own tests for primary education and education up to 14 years. For secondary education, the results of central testing are used to compare schools’ results and even as a means for self-evaluation. Similarly, England has a sophisticated set of central and external tests for different stages in the education system. The inspectorate in England uses these data for the ranking of schools.

60. Self-assessment: In several countries, the external evaluation of a school is based partly on the results of internal self-evaluations. As a general rule, the results of self-evaluation are used by external evaluators for a preliminary appraisal of a school before it is visited. For instance, external evaluation in the partner country Slovenia draws on the report of the school head, which analyses the achievements of the school in the previous year and sometimes evaluates its performance. Similarly, external evaluation undertaken by the local authorities may be partly based on evaluation conducted by schools. In Denmark, the majority of municipalities ask schools to prepare an annual report that they use in their own evaluation of schools. The aim of internal evaluation in Sweden is to establish whether schools have achieved national educational objectives and local objectives as well as their own aims, and to make proposals for improving their performance with respect to those objectives. This entails preparation of a quality report which, along with other data, provides a basis for evaluation of the school concerned by its municipality. As regards self-
evaluations, monitoring progress towards objectives in school requires a wide variety of techniques. Among those in use are review teams, questionnaires, checklists, interviews, team teaching, classroom observation, shadowing pupils as they work in various subjects, systematic planning and reporting and discussion groups.

61. In recent years there has been a debate in many countries concerning the best approach to evaluating schools. The various methods being tried range from external control and inspection to self-evaluation and internal regulation. In practice, most education systems are moving towards a combination of these methods, involving a degree of external monitoring of internal self-evaluation mechanisms (McNamara, O'Hara, 2005).

2.3.3 Methodology and procedures

2.3.3.1 Stages of evaluation

62. Inspections typically consist of several stages: notice of inspection to schools, pre-inspection and background documentation, site inspection visit and observation, reporting and follow-up (OECD, 2008b). In a Eurydice study it is assumed that the processes of evaluation include four stages, namely, the gathering of relevant information, the assessment, the drafting of the evaluation report and the implementation of changes (Eurydice, 2004).

63. As a general rule, approaches to evaluation include a preliminary stage of investigation. In many countries, evaluators systematically collect various documents that they examine before they actually visit schools. Qualitative and quantitative information is usually gathered through different sources of information. In almost all countries, evaluators consult documents made available to them by schools. These documents may be plans relating to the educational or organisational policies of schools (the school plan, curricular plan, information and communication technology development plan, etc.). They may also be factual data concerning schools (results of internal tests or examinations, data on class composition, or the financial management report). Documents produced by schools for the benefit of outsiders (brochures and the annual report of the school to the parents) may also be consulted. Finally, evaluators may consider the findings from evaluations or audits conducted by schools. Evaluators also examine documents and reports emanating from the central authorities. They may consist of complaints about a school or a member of its staff, or statistical or financial reports. The results obtained by pupils in national tests and examinations, as well as previous evaluation reports (e.g. Poland, Ireland), are also a source of information for evaluators in most countries. Finally, evaluators in some systems (e.g. the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, or the Canary Islands in Spain) send questionnaires to persons who belong to the school community, including the school head, the management team, teachers, parents, pupils or members of school boards or committees. In England, for instance, the process gathers a wealth of detail on all aspects of school life including enrolments, pupil background, the range of classes offered, the results of national tests and exams, and the results of interviews with parents and school governors.

64. The second stage is the site visit. As a general rule, the school head and the teachers visited are previously informed about an intended school inspection. In England, for instance, most of the time of the Ofsted inspectors is directed at reviewing classroom teaching and pupil reaction. Beyond examining the teaching and educational standards attained, the inspection team must review and comment on school leadership, the management of school resources and finance and the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of pupils (Rosentahl, 2004). In the course of inspection, evaluators have different ways of organizing their work. Several evaluating bodies have formed teams of inspectors in order to broaden the range of skills to be mobilised and to evaluate schools more thoroughly. Inspectors who act as a team are coordinated by one of them, usually an experienced inspector. The composition and size of inspection teams are determined by the head of the inspectorate. In the Netherlands (secondary schools) and the
United Kingdom (England and Wales), the number of team members may be as high as 10 and 15 respectively (Eurydice, 2004).

65. Another stage in the evaluation procedure in some countries involves a discussion between evaluators and certain school members on the findings of the evaluation. This discussion occurs before the final evaluation report is written and gives schools an opportunity to react to it or clarifying certain points. The possibility offered to certain members of a school to comment on the findings of the evaluation may be regarded as an indication that the latter is conducted in a spirit of cooperation with the entity evaluated (Eurydice, 2004). The category or qualifications of persons able to consult the preliminary report or attend the meeting at which its findings are made known orally may be precisely regulated. In all countries, the school head at the very least is consulted. The management team and the school board may also be involved in the discussion or may consult the final draft version of the report. Parents are seldom involved in the discussion. For instance, in the Netherlands, the management team may be accompanied by up to ten other members of the school during the meeting at which evaluation findings are made known to schools in the Netherlands. Only the management team is allowed to comment the preliminary report.

66. In some countries, another stage in the procedure involves follow-up to the evaluation. The follow-up to the evaluation may be regarded as a means available to the educational authorities enabling them to carry out their responsibility for monitoring and improving the quality of schools. In countries in which the follow-up to evaluation is concerned solely with schools experiencing major problems, the procedure would appear as a means to ensure that all schools achieve a minimum standard level of quality. In countries in which follow-up occurs in all cases, it may be regarded as a means of supporting each school, irrespective of its circumstances, in its efforts to improve quality (Eurydice, 2004). The procedure of following up an evaluation is distinct from the secondary evaluations which generally occur shortly after the (first) evaluation and are primarily concerned with confirming or invalidating its results. Their purpose is therefore not to evaluate the progress achieved by schools but rather to check that the conclusions of the evaluation were appropriate. This type of evaluation generally occurs whenever serious shortcomings have been identified during the first visit and the school concerned runs the risk of disciplinary action. This applies to the Flemish Community of Belgium and the United Kingdom (England and Wales). During the follow-up stage, the same evaluators or colleagues who belong to the same evaluating body examine how far schools have achieved the objectives they have been set during their evaluation, or check that they have complied with the recommendations made to them. In a minority of countries, systematic follow-up occurs after each evaluation (Poland, Scotland, and in some Autonomous Communities in Spain, such as Catalonia and Andalucia).

67. The evaluation process concludes with the reporting stage. The final report may be publicly disclosed over the internet. In 2008, results of evaluations undertaken by school inspectorates were published by 12 OECD countries, but only in Iceland were they used by the government to publish comparisons of the performance of individual schools (OECD, 2008a). In the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Czech Republic, England, Ireland, Korea, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, Scotland and Sweden and the partner country Estonia the results of evaluations undertaken by school inspectorates were published, but were not used for the creation of comparative tables of school performance.

2.3.3.2 Character and status of evaluation

68. Types of schools covered: Public and private sectors are usually submitted to the same evaluation criteria. The character and periodicity of school evaluation usually differ depending on whether primary or secondary schools are being considered.

69. Two-thirds of OECD countries have regulations that require lower secondary schools to be inspected regularly, and slighter fewer countries require schools to conduct periodic internal evaluations. To evaluate
school performance, about half of OECD countries have both of these regulatory requirements. Two-thirds of OECD countries organize periodic standardized assessments of students in order to evaluate student performance. National examinations for lower secondary school students are also organised in half of the OECD countries (OECD, 2008c). In the majority of OECD countries, schools are regularly inspected: this is the case in Australia, the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Czech Republic, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey. Schools conduct regular self-evaluations in Australia, Denmark, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain and Sweden (OECD, 2008c).

70. Few countries have no systematic school evaluation. In Italy for instance, schools are not accountable to a specific body (except for the control of administrative and accounting regularity that is carried out by the Boards of Auditors) but are strongly encouraged to perform self-evaluations. A standardised evaluation system is currently being developed under the auspices of the National Institute for the Evaluation of Education, Training and Teaching (INVALSI), in order to provide national benchmarks for schools.

71. Self-assessment is mandatory in an increasing number of countries: this applies to the French and German Communities of Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Spain, Greece, Sweden, Norway, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Portugal, Hungary and in the partner country Estonia (OECD, 2008a). In other countries, self-evaluation is voluntary (Austria) or strongly recommended (United Kingdom, Italy). The status of internal evaluation may also be variable depending on the local authority concerned (Australia, Canada, Denmark, and Finland). In Australia, most states require schools to report annually on performance. In Canada, internal evaluation status is variable from province to province.

2.3.3.3 Periodicity of evaluation

72. As a general rule, the frequency of the internal evaluation is not regulated by law. Regular internal evaluation is strongly recommended, since internal evaluation must be carried out in a long-term perspective. In Iceland, the external evaluation of internal evaluation methods used by compulsory and upper secondary schools is organised by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture at five-year intervals. Whenever school self-evaluations are required, these are generally required annually, unlike evaluations by school inspectorates which tend to be required only every three years or so. In Japan, there are no requirements for the frequency of school evaluations but these evaluations still take place in a substantial proportion of schools (OECD, 2008a).

2.4 Using evaluation results

2.4.1 Using evaluation results for accountability

2.4.1.1 Consequences of evaluation results for schools

73. The results from evaluation can be used to support accountability (including rewards and sanctions) and market-mechanisms (through the publication of school results and parental choice) in the allocation of resources.

74. The consequences of external evaluations for schools vary widely across countries: a school may be given informal recommendations (e.g. Ireland, Iceland), lose its recognition or financing (e.g. the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Czech Republic), or be given the label of a "failing school", i.e. a school requiring special measures. The consequences may also involve the possibility of school shut down or entail financial sanctions or rewards for schools or individual members of the school staff. The impact of performance and accountability measures depends on the objectives and context in which they are developed. In some countries, such as in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, accountability is sought
in the form of strengthening consumer control (league tables, school guides) more than in the form of active measures (rewards and sanctions) from higher administrative levels (Scheerens et al., 1999).

75. Extra-support can be targeted at needed schools. School evaluations were considered to have had a significant influence upon assistance provided to teachers to improve their teaching skills in Australia, the Czech Republic, England, Mexico and Turkey (OECD, 2008a).

76. Disciplinary action can be taken against schools when performance is judged to be unsatisfactory. The sanctions associated with school accountability systems can imply the possibility of school shut down, loss of status, or financial sanctions for schools or individual members of the school staff. In the Czech Republic, for instance, if gross deficiencies or failures are ascertained, the Chief School Inspector may submit a proposal for the exclusion of the school concerned from the state school sector. In this case, schools receive no further public funding and are no longer authorised to award official certificates. Similarly, in the Netherlands, if the Inspectorate identifies serious shortcomings, it submits an inspection report to the Minister on the school concerned, accompanied by recommendations as to measures to be taken. The Minister may decide to take administrative action, including penalties, such as a funding cut. In the United States penalties for repeated failure to meet performance standards have become established in all states as a result of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB); schools are subject to sanctions if any one subgroup of its students fails to meet the state-determined targets for adequate yearly progress (AYP) targets. If schools fail to make AYP for two consecutive years, their districts must identify them for improvement and give their students the opportunity to transfer to other schools. The law further mandates corrective actions for schools that fail to make AYP for a third consecutive year (US Department of Education, 2002). Beyond NCLB-mandated penalties, two thirds of state education systems have their own, additional policies to penalize persistently low-performing schools (Chiang, 2009). More generally, school evaluations were considered to have had a high influence upon: school financing in the Flemish Community of Belgium and Sweden; the provision of financial rewards or sanctions to schools in the Flemish Community Belgium; the remuneration and bonuses received by teachers in the Czech Republic; and on the likelihood of school closure in the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Czech Republic and England (OECD, 2008a).

77. Despite the emphasis on educational outcomes, the allocation of public funds to schools according to the results they achieve is not a widespread practice. School evaluation and student performance measures are mainly used to provide performance feedback to schools and educational authorities. As a general rule, they have little influence on school financing and other financial implications such as changes to the school budget, provision of financial rewards or sanctions for schools, or remunerations received by teachers. Only a few countries including Korea and the United States, reported using accountability information to provide financial sanctions to schools (OECD, 2008a). In the United States, the development of assessment-based accountability programs was one of the key features of education reform in the last decade. Several states and a few local districts have introduced school-based performance incentive programs. Such programs rank schools based on their success in increasing the achievement of their students, provide financial rewards for the schools at the top of the ranking, and may impose sanctions on the schools at the bottom of the ranking. Over 30 states offer sanctions or rewards to schools based on their students’ scores on standardized exams (Sims, 2005).

78. Assessing programs designed to enhance equity: Programs specifically designed to enhance equity in education are the subject of specific evaluations which may lead to sanctions or changes in the school status. In France, schools are given éducation prioritaire status on the basis of the socio-economic characteristics of students and the learning outcomes. An evaluation (Bénabou et al., 2004) found that the zones d'éducation prioritaire (priority education areas) had not had a significant effect on school outcomes. The “Ambition réussite” reforms adopted in 2006 by the Ministry of Education aim at directing extra resources efficiently on the basis of evaluation results. Schools will be evaluated more systematically and
may obtain or lose priority education status depending on evaluation results. In the Flemish Community of Belgium, disadvantaged schools are provided with additional resources too. The Equal Educational Opportunities (GOK) Decree of 2002 aims at countering exclusion and social segregation. Schools with a high number of disadvantaged pupils may receive additional support and funding for a period of three consecutive years, if at least 10% (in primary and lower secondary education) or 25% (in upper secondary schools) of the school’s pupil population is made up of target-group pupils who meet equal education opportunities indicators. Self-evaluation by the schools forms an integral part of the three-year GOK cycle, and the achievement of goals by schools receiving extra resources is evaluated every three years by an independent body. Schools may lose the additional resources if evaluated negatively.

2.4.1.2 Publication of the findings from school evaluation and its consequences for school accountability

79. The findings of external school evaluations are made public or made available upon request in several countries. Pressure on schools is stronger when individual school reports are made public. Information may be published by educational authorities, inspectorates, individual schools or the media. In Portugal and in the Netherlands, pressure exerted by the media has played an important part in the publication of school evaluation results. The results of student assessments by school are also published in Australia, the Flemish Community of Belgium, England, Italy, Korea, Scotland and Turkey and in partner country Slovenia (OECD, 2008a).

80. The information can be publicised among the entire population (for example, via the press or internet), or merely circulated among the parents of pupils. Reports are usually published on the Ministry’s or on the Inspectorate’s website. This applies to Sweden, the United Kingdom, Denmark, and the Czech Republic. They may also be directly sent to stakeholders. In England, the governing body of the school must send a copy of the inspection report to all parents within five working days of receiving it. The report is then published on Ofsted’s website. In Iceland, it is up to the municipality and the school to decide whether and how they present the results of external evaluation to stakeholders (parents, pupils, the community, the school board, etc.). However, results are available on the Ministry’s website too.

81. Information may be accumulated specifically for purposes of comparison, or be of interest solely to the schools concerned. In France, the assessment of schools has evolved with the annual publication of performance indicators for lycées (upper secondary schools). In England and Turkey the results of student assessments were used by the government for the creation of comparative tables of school performance (OECD, 2008a). In addition to individual school inspection reports, HMCI publishes an Annual report based on inspection evidence on Standards and quality in Education in England which receives a great deal of media coverage. Each year since 1993 the HMCI report has publicly identified particularly successful schools ("outstanding providers") that have shown outstanding performance in inspections during the year. These schools are highlighted because they "have received an outstanding inspection report and have continued to perform very well in tests and examinations given the circumstances of the schools" (OFSTED, 2003). These reports aim at providing incentive for improvement through comparison. In addition to the accountability motive (accounting for performance to the tax payer, the government and parents), publication of school performance results also provides information to parents which can be used as a basis for informed school choice. School improvement is often supposed to be promoted by the competition between schools resulting from the publication of school performance indicators, in combination with open enrollment (Visscher, 2000).

2.4.2 Using evaluation results for improvement

82. Follow-up to external evaluation and its consequences for school improvement: In addition to the accountability motive, results from school evaluation can also be used as tools to reveal best practice and identify shortcomings in order to encourage schools to improve. Conceptually speaking, different kinds of
evaluation orientations may be distinguished with respect to school improvement (West, Hopkins, 1997). On the one hand, evaluation of school improvement may focus on the outcomes of improvement efforts or on the fidelity of process implementation. The school evaluation has a summative approach. On the other hand, evaluation for school improvement is used during the process of school improvement in order to further shape this process. The orientation is formative rather than summative and implies follow-up and support provision.

83. In a minority of countries, the school being evaluated alone is responsible for following up the evaluation and decides whether improvements should be introduced. This applies to countries in which efforts are made to strengthen the centrality of school self-assessment (Austria, Denmark). External evaluation leads to the formulation of recommendations or instructions. In some countries, schools are under no obligation to follow them. In Austria, inspection is advisory in nature; school inspectors look into the quality of teaching and the implementation of administrative tasks. The main outcome of school inspection is the counseling of teachers and of the headmaster. A verbatim report is to be drafted, if necessary, on the contents of counseling, especially if serious shortcomings were detected. However, schools are not obliged to implement measures geared to improving their practices, which is consistent with general efforts to strengthen self-evaluation skills in Austria. In Iceland, the evaluators do not insist that a plan for improvement should be drafted, following the evaluation of internal evaluation methods. It is up to the municipality to decide whether and how improvements should be introduced.

84. In most countries, evaluators check whether schools respond appropriately to the recommendations or instructions for improvement issued following the evaluation. In the Flemish Community of Belgium, when a school has been fully inspected, a follow-up inspection takes place after three years. The follow-up is based on an adjustment plan the school has drawn up.

85. The extent of follow-through activity depends on how effective the school was deemed to be and its capacity to improve. This applies for instance to New Zealand, the United Kingdom or the Netherlands. In England, good and outstanding schools are subject to a lighter touch inspection, whereas schools with the most severe weaknesses (including low standards of pupil achievement and weak leadership and management) are described as needing special measures. Their progress is monitored and they are re-inspected one year after being placed in special measures. In Scotland, HM Inspectors will spend most time monitoring and supporting those schools causing most concern. In other cases they may ask the local authority to take the lead in monitoring and reporting on progress in addressing needs identified by the inspection. HM Inspectors may sometimes revisit a school to explore further and disseminate very good practice. In the Netherlands, inspection is intensified at institutions with problems. "Proportional supervision" is conceptualized in the Dutch Supervision Act of 2002. The frequency and form of school inspections are based on the quality of the school and the risks of a decline in quality: poorly performing schools are inspected sooner and more often than the schools that perform better (Janssens, van Amelsvoort, 2008).

86. In some countries, schools are asked to draft a plan for improvement when performance is judged to be unsatisfactory. Using the findings of the evaluation, schools draft a plan setting out the measures that should be adopted to improve their situation. However, there is no scope for disciplinary action against schools, except in the case of the United Kingdom. In Denmark, the school being evaluated by the Evaluation Institute is obliged to draw up a follow-up plan which must relate to the recommendations for quality improvements in the evaluation report. In Spain, the plan for improvement is drafted by the school board in Catalonia, the management team in Andalucía, and by the special evaluation committee in the Canary Islands (Eurydice, 2004). It is drafted by the school and local authorities in Scotland.
2.4.3 Developing competencies to use evaluation results effectively

87. Preparation of schools: According to the empirical literature investigating the relationship between school leadership and student achievement (Hallinger, Heck, 1998), leaders’ practices can have direct effects on school outcomes as well as an indirect influence through the way leadership has an impact on school organization and school culture. School leadership is needed to carry out internal evaluations, as well as to develop competencies within the school to take the most of evaluation results. For instance, school leadership is needed to engage the teaching staff in the use of data and analytical skills. Technical assistance, through the provision of benchmarks and guidelines, and training for school leaders are being developed, chiefly in those countries committed to promoting school self-assessment.

Development of competencies to carry out internal evaluations

88. In most OECD countries, internal evaluation is carried out by the school head, generally assisted by the school staff. As a teaching background does not necessarily prepare for evaluation practice, principals might lack knowledge in personnel and financial management and the skills required to carry out self-assessment and use evaluation results, such as setting goals and measuring progress (OECD, 2008c). Similarly, the school team is composed of teachers and other educators whose professional training is not in evaluation and for whom evaluation represents only a small part of their job. The major weakness of such a team is in its lack of evaluation skills and experience (Nevo, 1998). In addition to technical support, school leaders have to be provided with training in the use of the instruments and in the management of the evaluation process. Consequently, an increasing number of countries provide leaders with support and training to prepare them for internal evaluation as well as to help them to use evaluation results effectively.

89. Initial training for internal evaluators: Training in school self-evaluation is not a common practice. In most OECD countries, heads of schools have to undertake special initial training to prepare them for their responsibilities. This provision may include training in evaluation, but this is not a widespread practice. Although internal evaluation is not compulsory in the United Kingdom, in Scotland an applicant for a head teacher post must hold the Scottish Qualification for Headship, which includes training in evaluation as well as other aspects of education management.

90. In service training courses are provided for head teachers and teachers in several countries. Certain Länder in Germany, some Autonomous Communities in Spain, and some municipalities in Iceland, Norway and Hungary offer courses in evaluation to those interested. Regular in-service training seminars for evaluators are offered in Greece. Although internal evaluation is not compulsory in the Flemish Community of Belgium, in-service training is offered to secondary school heads. In Austria, the Pädagogischen Institute (in-service training institutions) offer courses in evaluation to all teachers and headteachers. Training in internal evaluation and school management is compulsory for principals. Similarly, in Portugal, courses in evaluation are provided by school association training centres and higher education institutions (Eurydice, 2004).

Support available to schools

91. In addition to training, supporting measures are available to schools to carry out and use evaluation results. Guidelines for internal evaluation are usually made available either by the national inspectorate or the Ministry of education. In some countries, schools are supplied with statistical indicators intended to monitor the education system, which allows comparisons of the performance of their pupils with that of other pupils. School heads may also be provided with performance indicators (France, Portugal, and the United Kingdom) supplemented with references to national or local averages so that they can compare the performance of their school with that of other schools in the same area or in similar context.. In Scotland, in addition to statistical indicators, the Standard Tables and Charts (STACs) provide comparative
information on attendance at school, as well as school costs per pupil and school leaver destinations. Some countries make information available to schools on the Internet in order to assist them with their internal evaluation. This applies to Sweden, the United Kingdom, Austria, Norway and the Czech Republic. In Austria, for instance, the Qualität in Schulen Internet Platform supplies schools with information and tools for both evaluation and data analysis, and provides a forum for the presentation of results.

92. Schools are usually allowed to call upon the assistance of external players, such as academic experts qualified in evaluation, educational advisers or consultants, teacher trainers, or teachers from other schools. External players may be employed by schools to undertake the entire internal evaluation, or merely provide schools with advice as regards the methodology to be used to undertake self-assessment. As a general rule, schools voluntarily rely on assistance of this kind and bear the financial burden of these extra resources. However, some countries place human resources at the disposal of schools. In Finland and Scotland, the local authorities may pay experts or consultants employed as resource persons for internal evaluation (Eurydice, 2004). The experts placed at the disposal of schools may also come from national institutions specialized in education or evaluation. This applies to the Federal Institute for Educational Research, Innovation and Development of the Educational Sector (BIFIE) in Austria. There may also be the opportunity to benefit from the temporary appointment of individuals working in teacher education institutions, management teams of other schools, or local authority officials. This is the case in Germany, Finland, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Iceland. In England and Wales, for instance, LEAs are expected to provide support and advice for schools causing concern. Elsewhere, the extra human resources might be teachers from other schools. In Norway and in two Canadian provinces (the Province of Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia), peer review is used in many schools as a method of internal evaluation. Similarly, in the Netherlands, Finland and Sweden, schools may call upon the teachers or heads of other schools for assistance with their internal evaluation.

3. ARTICULATION BETWEEN SCHOOL EVALUATION AND OTHER TYPES OF EVALUATION

3.1 Use of school evaluation results for the evaluation of the school system

3.1.1. Use made of external school evaluation results

93. The results of external school evaluations usually lead to the production of a national report destined to the central education authorities for the purpose of evaluating the system. In most countries, inspectors rely on the results of the school evaluations they undertake to draw up public reports on the education sector as a whole. Such annual reports are prepared in the Czech Republic, England, the Flemish Community of Belgium, Portugal, the Netherlands, Spain, the Slovak Republic and France. In New Zealand, the Education Review Office (ERO) publishes the information gathered in all school reviews over a period of six months. In Scotland, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education (HMIE) publishes evaluations of the school system as a whole every three years. The 2006 “Improving Scottish Education” report uses school evaluation results in order to promote improvement across the system. This widespread practice illustrates the use made of school evaluations in view to assessing the school system. In Iceland, though the independent experts conducting the two approaches to evaluation (school evaluations and external evaluation of internal evaluation procedures) do not themselves produce national reports, the Icelandic Ministry of Education nevertheless uses their findings to monitor the school system.
94. When school evaluations are carried out by decentralised educational authorities, evaluations do not systematically lead to the production of a national report with the purpose of assessing the school system. In some countries, such as the United Kingdom (England and Wales) and Hungary, the evaluation conducted by the local authorities is used primarily by these authorities or the schools themselves. In England, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector (HMCI) makes an annual report before Parliament on the outcomes of inspection by Ofsted. In Wales, Estyn (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate for Education and Training in Wales) provides advice based on inspection evidence, to inform the Welsh Assembly Government on educational progress.

95. In some countries, findings from external school evaluations performed at the local or regional level are an important source of information for central education authorities. This applies to Denmark, Sweden and Poland. In Denmark and Sweden, schools are externally evaluated by the municipalities. The findings from these evaluations are then processed by a national agency specialized in education, the Danish Evaluation Institute (EVA) and the Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket). These findings are then used by the central education authorities as a source of data on the state of the school system. In Poland, the kuratoria responsible for evaluating educational tasks at the regional level drafts a report every five years on the quality of education in the region. These reports are sent to the Ministry. At the same time, information gathered by the gmina at the local level via evaluation of administrative and management tasks are used by national authorities for various monitoring activities.

96. In a minority of countries, findings from the external evaluation of schools are not used by the central education authority to monitor the school system. This applies to those countries in which no central school inspectorate has been established. In Hungary, external evaluation consists of a report which serves to prepare a decision by the school maintainer. In lack of a national inspectorate, the national body responsible for evaluating the school system (the Centre for Educational Evaluation and Examination) chiefly relies on pupils’ achievement. In Austria, the school inspectorate primarily works at the level of the administrative districts and the provinces; its main outcome is the counseling of the teaching staff. The Federal Ministry for Education, the Arts and Culture operates no central school inspectorate, though a new institution was founded in 2006 to take account of the increased evaluation requirements, the Federal Institute for Educational Research, Innovation and Development of the Educational Sector (BIFIE).

3.1.2. Use made of findings from internal evaluations

97. The results of school internal evaluation are seldom used by education authorities or specific national bodies for the purpose of evaluating the school system. The central education authorities directly use the results of internal evaluations for monitoring purposes in a minority of countries. The findings from internal school evaluations are used as documents for an appraisal of the school system in the French Community of Belgium, the Spanish Autonomous Community of Andalucía and Iceland.

98. Activity reports provided by individual schools might be examined by central authorities, but are not used to evaluate schools or the entire school system. Findings from internal evaluations may have an indirect impact on the monitoring of the school system. Local government or the educational providers, or both, in certain countries, may use the results of internal evaluation to draft reports for education authorities at a higher level. The municipalities in Sweden and Norway use findings from internal evaluations to inform central education authorities. In Sweden evaluation reports drafted on the basis of the school activity report prepared by the school head are sent to the NAE. In Norway, most municipalities use the reports prepared by schools when communicating with the central Ministry.
3.2 Articulation between school evaluation and teacher evaluation

3.2.1 The individual evaluation of teachers and the collective responsibility for school teaching quality

99. Teacher evaluation may be interlinked with school arrangements to improve teaching quality in a range of ways. First, teacher evaluation can serve the direct purpose of improving the teaching process within the school when teacher evaluation is carried out as part of school internal evaluation, and distinct from the formal individual assessment of teachers. Teacher evaluation for improvement purposes as part of internal school evaluation is usually carried out by the school head or the school management team. It may also be carried out by peers or experienced teachers: "peer reviews" can be conducted as a way to expand the pool of evaluators and use evaluators with a background in teachers' subject and grade level. Though teacher evaluation for improvement is chiefly designed to enhance classroom practice, regular feedbacks by the principal and experienced peers might help both teachers and schools to identify priorities for both teacher and school improvement. Results from this kind of teachers' assessment can be used to identify teaching needs and contribute to the definition of the school plan in order to improve the teaching process within the school. This applies for instance to Poland, where judgments are formed of teachers as part of the internal evaluation of schools as entities.

100. Second, school evaluation and teacher evaluation are interlinked when school performance results are used to hold individual teachers accountable for their work. Whether as part of internal or external evaluation, pupil results in national standardised assessments are becoming a basis for judging the performance of a school and, indirectly, its teaching team, as in Sweden or Scotland. Policies for the individual appraisal of teachers based on pupils' results have also emerged. For instance, in Hungary, the results achieved by pupils in standard examinations may lead to extra bonuses for their teachers since 2007. The current shift from processes to results-based teachers' evaluation is a step towards closing the gap between individual and collective forms of accountability. In an increasing number of countries, monitoring mechanisms are concerned with teachers both as individuals and members of the school team (Eurydice 2008). In Chile, for instance, teachers are rewarded collectively when they work in schools which are identified as high-performing by the National Performance Evaluation System of Subsidized Schools (SNED) (OECD, 2005).

101. Third, school arrangements and teacher evaluation are interlinked when the contribution of the individual teacher to school development is assessed as part of the individual assessment of teachers. In a number of countries, teachers are increasingly assessed both as individuals personally responsible for their students and as members of the school teaching staff. In Chile, since August 2003, all teachers in schools belonging to the municipal system are evaluated via the Teaching Performance Evaluation System (Evaluación del Desempeño Profesional Docente) on the basis of criteria which include teachers' professional responsibilities.

102. Fourth, school arrangements and teacher evaluation can also be linked when professional development activities for teachers which result from their individual appraisal are planned in the context of the general development plan of the school. Several countries now link professional development to the developmental priorities of the school and co-ordinate in-service education in the school accordingly (OECD, 2005).

3.2.2 The evaluation of teaching as part of schools' evaluation

103. Though improving school outcomes depends, among other things, on improving the quality of classroom teaching, teachers' evaluation is seldom integrated into the evaluation of schools as entities. Whether and how individual teacher appraisal should be integrated into the evaluation of schools as entities is open to discussion (Eurydice, 2004).
104. Evaluation (whether internal or external) targeted at schools sometimes provides an opportunity for evaluators to evaluate the personal work of teachers and then provide them with personalised feedback. When teachers are assessed on an individual basis during the evaluation of schools, the evaluation is generally external. This is the case in Germany, the United Kingdom, Ireland and the Czech Republic. Teachers' evaluation is usually based on conversations with teachers and visits to classes. In this context, teachers' evaluation may focus on teachers' subject knowledge, classroom management, or teaching skills.

105. *The observation of lessons is typical in most inspection systems*, though the emphasis is different depending on whether they serve as an integral school inspection or as an individual assessment. In school inspections, inspectors look for a large sample of teachers and generally use a more or less standardized observation list. However, in countries such as Sweden and Iceland, observing teachers in the classroom is not a method used by external evaluators for gathering the information needed to evaluate educational tasks within the school. Interviews are widespread and generally involve school managers and individual or groups of teachers. After observing the work of teachers, external evaluators generally provide them with personalised feedback, besides submitting their overall report on the performance of schools. In Poland, assessments are formed of teachers as part of the internal evaluation of schools.

106. When individual teachers are assessed in the context of school evaluations, the assessment itself is generally normative from the point of view of the school overall effectiveness but not that of individual teachers. In the Czech Republic, Denmark, England, the Flemish Community of Belgium, the Netherlands and Scotland, teacher assessments can take place in the context of school evaluations, but are then solely used to form a judgment on the quality of the school.

3.2.3 Use made of teacher evaluation results for school evaluation

107. *Results of individual teacher appraisals are seldom used for external school evaluation*. This may be explained by the fact that in most countries, teacher evaluation and school evaluation serve distinct purposes. Individual teacher evaluation usually has a limited focus as it is designed to identify priorities for individual professional development. The use of results from individual teacher evaluations is more spread in the context of internal school evaluations. In some countries, such results are taken into account by school heads when assessing teaching quality in their school. Teacher assessments can thus assist with the development of improvement plans for schools.

4. ISSUES IN DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING SCHOOL EVALUATION APPROACHES

108. This section discusses several contentious issues in designing and implementing school evaluation. The more controversial aspects in school evaluation schemes are related to whether or not student outcomes should be used as a measure of school performance, whether the findings from school evaluation should be disclosed to all stakeholders or not, and the kind of accountability systems that should be used in order not to create undesired effects on school improvement. The advantages and drawbacks of different approaches are related to the purpose of school evaluation emphasised. Finally, the implementation difficulties that may result from different stakeholders' views and interests are discussed.
4.1 Advantages and disadvantages of approaches to school evaluation

4.1.1 External school evaluation

109. **Allowing comparison:** The external evaluation of schools has typically the advantage of granting the possibility to compare performance across schools and to assess performance against reference standards. However, external evaluation is often criticized for its narrow scope and its tendency to focus on commonalities rather than uniqueness in its attempt to seek comparability and generalization (Nevo, 2002). Such interpretation might overlook the local perspective, reflecting the special needs of the school. External evaluation is limited when it comes to interpreting specific findings regarding local perspectives, context, needs and constraints. By contrast, the strength of internal school evaluation teams is in its educational and pedagogical background, its familiarity with the educational and social context of the school, and its non-threatening relationship with the school administration (Nevo, 1998).

110. **Producing incentives:** The threat of sanctions on low-performing public schools has become a dominant form of incentive by which policymakers seek to raise student achievement. Insofar as repeated failure is penalized, schools face a powerful incentive to raise their performance ratings. The mechanisms schools have at their disposal for improving their ratings that are consistent with policymakers' intent are those that reform the inputs and processes of educational production within failing schools, but schools may choose to manipulate the accountability system in ways that raise school or student performance scores without contributing to students' knowledge and skills (Chiang, 2009)

111. **Pressure and stress:** Anecdotic evidence from teachers' and school leaders' interviews suggests that the evaluation process is stressful and demanding. In France, for instance, according to the National Council for School Assessment (Döbert, 2004), the current system is considered as causing "suffering and distress to both those being assessed and the assessors". The educational staff of the school being assessed may feel personally called into question and often do not receive either recognition for their work or the help they could expect from an evaluation.

112. **Direct and opportunity costs:** The costs of evaluation are hardly trivial. These costs include direct costs of implementation (financial and material) and opportunity costs related to time and resources allocation. Costs obviously vary widely depending on the kind of evaluation schemes. Comprehensive classroom evaluation systems are time-consuming, more demanding on teachers under evaluation and more expensive than once-a-year principal evaluations or evaluations based only on student test scores. In England, for instance, the gross budgetary allocation to Ofsted was £150.4m for 1997–98. It may be argued that the time of school managers and their teams is precious and best used for pedagogical tasks rather than collecting information and developing indicators (Döbert *et al*., 2004).

4.1.2 Use of student results to evaluate schools

113. **Data on pupil performance can be used as a basis for school comparison,** and provide benchmarks for individual schools. According to the proponents of standardized tests in education, centrally defined tests are objective and reliable enough to provide criteria for valid comparisons among individual students. National examinations can serve as a crude indicator of school performance, but provide no indication of the value-added of a school, unless they are properly adjusted. The level of average test scores or pass rates may also be used as a measure of school success. Because test scores and socio-economic status are highly correlated, however, such an approach risks to measure in part the socioeconomic characteristics of the students in the school rather than the contribution of the school to student learning. A different approach focuses on the rate of each school’s improvement during the year (as measured by changes in the test scores of, say, third graders one year to third graders the following year) relative to a school-specific target rate of improvement. This is the case for instance in Kentucky in the United States. The main drawback of
this approach is that it fails to account for differences in the mix of students from year to year. By contrast, value added measures focus on changes in the performance of students from one year to the next (and hence require annual testing of students). The value-added approach explicitly recognizes that students who enter a grade with below-average achievement may leave the grade with below-average achievement, even if school administrators and teachers have made effective use of their resources and the student has made significant gains during the year. Value-added measures are generally appealing to schools and teachers, because they only hold the school accountable for students that are enrolled in the school for at least a year.

Such indicators are limited in terms of how validly they reflect the quality of schools: Although assessments enabling the comparison of students and schools might encompass performance in several fields, it may be argued that reliance on standardized test and examinations fails to capture the full spectrum of outcomes of the school. Student results are generally expressed by means of quantitative data, which can only reflect a limited number of school quality aspects since not all school results can be measured quantitatively.

Achievement testing systems serve a number of purposes. For policy-makers they provide a general picture of student achievement in the country, identifies the most underachieving schools for special assistance programs, evaluates the effectiveness of such programs, and serves as a basis for rewarding high-achieving schools. Information from student assessments may be used by the educational authorities to improve the allocation of human and financial resources and facilitate the targeting of resources to schools that are in trouble. As regards improvement, student results may serve diagnostic and formative purposes for school leaders and teachers and be used to shape improvements in school management and classroom teaching and learning. Student results are also a way to empower schools, since leaders might use them to support decisions about how to improve practices and how to direct resources. They can be used to assess school objectives, adequacy of curriculum, and adequacy of teacher performance. Test-based accountability systems are also supposed to strengthen incentives for teachers to commit themselves to helping all students to meet important centrally defined standards and fulfil goals within the national curriculum. As regards accountability, information from student results is likely to raise public awareness and prompt citizens to bring pressure to bear on ineffective schools (Stetcher, 2002). For parents, achievement testing systems are intended as an accountability tool that strengthens involvement in their children's education and that orients their decisions with regard to school choice. Publication of the results of student performance on external tests and examinations also adds to the stakes and pressure for improvement. When targets are defined for specific groups on the basis of their social background or minority status, like in the United States, test-based accountability systems are likely to enhance equity within the school.

Tensions between the accountability goals and the use of student results to improve school outcomes. The uses of student results - for accountability and for improvement - may sit together uneasily. The sanctions associated with test-based accountability systems — which imply the possibility of school shut down, loss of status, or financial sanctions for schools or individual members of the school staff — may stifle innovation for school improvement or produce unintended side effects. For instance, school focused accountability systems can lead to strategic responses on part of teachers and schools. These responses might lead to the reallocation of efforts among topics or skills to meet the test standards at the expense of improvement (Koretz, 2005). More particularly, "high-stakes" testing are associated with ambiguous effects on teachers' practices (Jacob, Levitt, 2003). Focus on high-stakes tests may introduce incentives for preemptively retaining students and increasing special education placements of low-performing students in special programs which are outside the accountability system. Certain practices can reduce the meaningfulness of test scores as indicators of students' performance and lead to "score inflation". Indeed, targeted teaching to those skills that are represented on a test can raise scores without increasing students' mastery of the broader domain (Stetcher, 2002). Focus on high-stakes tests may lead to
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a narrowing of the curriculum. If the same test form is used repeatedly, teachers may become familiar with the specific items that appear on that form and shift their instruction accordingly ("teaching to the test"). A potential reaction to national or international testing is to revise curricula to enhance greater match between test content and curriculum. An example of this effect of testing is when Ontario is believed to have taken action to revise its curriculum to match the TIMSS test after 1995 TIMSS administration (Döbert, 2004).

4.1.3 Performance-based funding

117. **Competition and market-type forms of accountability.** Schools may be put under increasing pressures for performance and competition to attract students. Such an outcome can be considered as an advantage, provided that market competition is assumed to improve technical and allocative efficiency in the use of resources. Arguments in favor of performance-based funding may be found in England, at the time when the policy of Local Management of schools (LMS) introduced in 1990 led to devolution of management and budgetary powers to schools, while there was also a strong trend towards increase in central control through increased evaluation and accountability arrangements. In this context, the Conservative Government claimed that increased competition and accountability would improve attainment because of the greater incentive the system provided to managers and teachers compared to the previous system of administrative allocation of resources. Such a structure supports the principle that successful schools will attract more students, producing a linkage between the resources delegated to the school and the educational output through the mechanism of parental choice.

118. **Impact on school staff motivation:** Just like other accountability oriented reforms, performance-based funding may shift teachers’ motivational goals: teachers’ intrinsic motivation to teach may be partly displaced by such extrinsic goals as money and “winning” the school’s ranking competition when the stakes are high (Leithwood *et al.*, 2000).

4.1.4 Public release of results and school “rankings”

119. **Publication of the results of school evaluations is a matter for debate:** Whether the results from individual school evaluations should be used privately by teaching staff and educational administrators or should be published remains controversial (Rowe 2005, Visscher, 2001). School accountability to families developed from the middle of the 1990s with the publication of results in a growing number of countries. Publication can take different forms: on-line inspection reports, reports of local authorities, and publication of standardised student test results by school. The consequences of the public release of results depend on the nature of the information published and the way in which the information is published. For instance, unadjusted raw school performance scores may have a stronger negative impact than value added performance data.

120. **Positive effects are associated with the public release of school results.** By introducing accountability, public posting of evaluation and tests results tend to promote parental and government pressure for quality (Haegeland *et al.*, 2004). It might drive learning by raising the stakes for schools, pupils and teachers if evaluation reports and test results are used to rank schools publicly. Information disclosure is expected to make teachers and administrators increase their efforts to improve performance. Competition to attract pupils may drive improvements in school quality where market mechanisms enable parents to choose a school on a fully informed basis. In addition to influencing motivation and behaviour at the school level, disclosure of information about school performance is expected to rectify asymmetric information about school performance – and thus increase efficiency in resource allocation on the basis of this information.
Disadvantages associated with the public release of school and student results

121. The main criticism on the publication of school results refers to their limitation in terms of how validly they reflect the quality of schools (Visscher, 2000). League tables must be interpreted with caution in association with context data in order to avoid stigmatisation. When important regional differences or differences between the public and private school sectors exist in terms of regulations, resources, staff recruitment and pupil admission, comparisons between different types of schools may be unfair, unless all relevant factors are taken into account. Indeed, part of student outputs are influenced more by factors extrinsic to the schools than by those for which schools might be held accountable. Though value-added information is a pre-condition for valid comparisons between schools, it might not be sufficient for knowing the true performance of schools since full adjustment for all relevant factors is impossible (Visscher, 2000).

122. A second kind of criticism on the publication of school results refers to their limitation in terms of usability. Usability issues relate to the extent to which schools and students results can be used by various stakeholders for the purpose of school improvement and accountability. As regards school choice, accessibility to public school performance information is not equally distributed across parents: certain groups of parents remain unaware of their existence, or lack the skills to properly interpret it. This is a serious drawback if positive effects of the release of this information are expected. Schools may also differ in the possibilities they have at their disposal to improve educational provision. Since publication of crude league tables and school labelling are not conducive to the formulation of within school improvement strategies, external pressure can be damaging for schools that do not have the skills to initiate changes, especially if they do not receive adequate support. Educational authorities should be concerned that potential users are properly informed of the shortcomings of output 'league tables', even adjusted ones. An over interpretation of a set of rankings where there are large uncertainty intervals, can lead both to unfairness and unwarranted conclusions about changes in ranks (Visscher, 2001). There is also doubt as to whether school performance publications stimulate schools to improve their functioning. Such indicators are summative by nature and usually do not point schools to the cause of and remedy for underperformance. "League tables" and the "shaming and naming" of failing schools puts all the emphasis on sanctions, which seems to run counter to what is known on the factors that motivate individuals (Rutter, Maughan, 2002).

123. Misinterpretation of school results and rankings may be damaging for equity. Publication of tests and evaluation results by means of "league tables" can damage equity and distort information. The approach emphasizes competition among schools, rather than providing a focus on needs at a population level. This is likely to discourage schools from accepting or retaining children with special needs and sidesteps both the desirability of considering what is needed to bring about change and the time frame required for change to be evident in the indices of success being used in league tables (Rutter, Maughan, 2002). The effectiveness of schools that serve predominantly low-income or at-risk communities is masked by the effect of family background. Working in a school that has been classified as low-performing can have negative effects upon school staff and students and impede school improvement. Increased competition between schools to attract students may have social consequences. Well-off parents shunning low-performing schools may reinforce social polarization into good and bad schools, increasing inequity. Market mechanisms might lead to overcrowding in some schools and increased segregation in areas where schools are low-performing.

124. The publication of student and evaluation results touches on the tension between the accountability function and the improvement function. External pressure resulting from public release of information may lead schools to use performance evaluations for improvement. However, just like the use of students' results, external pressure as a result of the publication of school results may promote strategic behaviour.
4.2 Difficulties in implementing school evaluation

4.2.1 Conflicting perceptions of school evaluation

125. Different stakeholders may have different expectations from schools and support the use of different criteria for measuring school effectiveness (Scheerens and Bosker, 1997). Difficulties in implementing school evaluation might stem from conflicting perceptions of stakeholders.

4.2.1.1 Conflicting perceptions on external school evaluation

126. Teachers and school staff may argue that evaluation schemes constrain their autonomy. Teacher unions may oppose imposed evaluation schemes, especially when sanctions are at stake. In the United States, for instance, the No Child Left Behind Act has been controversial for a variety of reasons. Practitioners disapprove of the sanctions implied by NCLB. For instance, the largest education association (the National Education Association, NEA) is opposed to the use of financial penalties for low-performing schools, and rather suggest that hard-to-staff schools, especially those with high concentrations of disadvantaged students, should be provided supports and resources to help students succeed, including additional targeted funding to attract, retain and form quality teachers. Though few educators or policymakers find faults with NCLB’s goals of improving learning opportunities and outcomes for all children, some provisions of the law have been widely criticized, and several states filed suit in 2005 to be excluded from its provisions entirely. The most widely held criticism is that federal expectations for student performance have been set so high that virtually all US schools will fall short of NCLB requirements (Barrett Brian D., 2009). State and local policymakers also complain that meeting federal mandates will require enormous investments which are not coming from the federal government (Kochan, 2007).

127. Although the presumption of inspectorates is that the recommendations and findings of the inspections will lead to improvement of the quality of schools, for some critics, adverse results are to be expected. It may be argued that the stress and energy dissipated for only a few hours of observation and interaction is detrimental to both staff and pupils. In England, for instance, Ofsted argues that inspection processes have improved school procedures and management; provided incentives for schools to improve the delivery of secondary education; and encouraged poor school administrators and teachers to leave the profession. By contrast, Ofsted inspections have been reported to be "more likely to cause stress and strain, and a drop in effectiveness, than to lead to improvement" (Rosenthal, 2004). Similar opinions are expressed by teaching professionals in other countries. In France, the current system of assessment of school quality is considered as causing "suffering and distress to both those being assessed and the assessors" (Döbert et al., 2004).

4.2.1.2 Conflicting views on use of student results to evaluate the school

128. Opponents of assessment-based accountability programs such as teacher unions argue that they lead to a narrowing of the curriculum, or teaching to the test, that decreases overall learning and is unfair to underprivileged students. Advocates of high stakes accountability tests argue that teaching to the test is appropriate if tests are properly constructed to measure achievement. They claim that a yardstick for student achievement provides teachers and administrators with incentives to help students learn. Teachers may also be opposed to evaluation based mostly on student test results. In the United States, where most states offer sanctions or rewards to schools based on their students’ scores on standardized exams, the development of assessment-based accountability programs such as those included in the provisions of the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act has aroused opposition from teacher unions. Both the National Education Association (NEA) and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) are strongly against using student test scores to evaluate schools and individual teachers. However, teacher unions are more tolerant of other
schemes: in 2007 the AFT's largest affiliate, the United Federation of Teachers (UFT), which represents New York City's teachers, agreed to a two-year pilot program that awards performance bonuses to schools rather than individuals.

4.2.1.3 Conflicting views on the public release of results and school “rankings”

129. Public release of results arise political and ethical issues (Visscher, 2001). According to some experts, it is unethical to publish school quality data (either public performance tables based on raw scores or value added tables) because of the potential harm done by such labelling effects, as long as one cannot properly adjust for all relevant contextual factors in order to precisely indicate how well schools perform. Indeed, a more relevant issue is to what degree schools do or do not meet the standards considered important. On the other hand, it can be counter-argued that it would be paternalistic to collect school performance data and decide that only certain stakeholders (policy-makers, schools management team) can have access to it at the expense of others such as parents. Not all countries publish student performance results: in Germany, access to school final examination results has been reduced or prohibited by the ministries. In several countries, such as Denmark and Poland, publishing evaluation results, namely student performance results, is a matter for debate.

130. More generally, in all countries in which publishing evaluation results is a matter for debate, proponents claim that this enables parents to choose schools on an informed basis, while opponents to the practice of publishing evaluation findings, such as teacher unions, often use arguments based on a rejection to see education governed by market mechanisms. As regards teacher unions, the strategy of labeling some schools as "failing" or "good" is generally considered negative for the profession as a whole. In Canada for instance, although there is general public support for large-scale testing, teachers have vehemently opposed it mainly because of the high-stakes associated with it. In some provinces teachers resent using the test results to rank schools, which indirectly reflect on their teaching effectiveness. This resentment may have explained the teachers' negative attitude towards large-scale mandated testing (Döbert, 2004).

4.2.2 Implementation difficulties

131. Evaluation systems are intended to improve achievement through three mechanisms: strong incentives for school staff to improve their performance, high-quality information to guide these improvement efforts, and technical assistance to help schools that are unable to reach the goals on their own (Hamilton et al., 2005). In practice, these mechanisms might be lacking, which might compromise the implementation of recommendations for improvement.

4.2.2.1 Difficulty of combining the accountability and improvement functions

132. External accountability mechanisms might emphasize compliance to procedural requirements instead of improvement. Increased pressure stemming from evaluation schemes might inhibit commitment strategies and create incentives for mere compliance to administrative requirements at the expense of improvement and innovation. Negative effects of a control strategy on schools outcomes are reported by Leithwood (2002). Conceptually speaking, Rowan (1990) distinguishes two models of school organization, referred to as the control and commitment strategies. The control strategy involves "the development of an elaborate system of input, behavior, and output controls designed to regulate classroom teaching and standardize student opportunities for learning"; the expected result is an increase in student achievement. By contrast, the commitment strategy rejects bureaucratic controls as a mode of school improvement and instead seeks to develop innovative working arrangements that support teachers' decision making and increase teachers' engagement in the tasks of teaching.
Usability of evaluation results to make informed decisions and set agendas for action might be problematic, especially when it comes to transforming summative assessments into formative tools (Zimmerman, Dibenedetto, 2008). Although the purposes of accountability and improvement are complementary, feedback for improving education requires different kinds of information and specific capabilities than feedback for ensuring accountability. For assessments such as standardized tests to be useful, diagnostic information is needed.

Data need to be provided in a timely manner. Data from summative examinations administered at the end of students’ tenure are likely to have little impact for the cohort just tested. Although results from national assessments that are delivered late in the school year may be useful for policy decisions related, for example, to resource allocation, they are of limited use to instructors (OECD, 2009). The time frame for reporting results of external assessments is often incompatible with the requirements of using diagnostic information to adapt instruction to student needs (Rowan, 2001), unless national assessments are conducted at the beginning of the school year and intended to serve diagnostic purposes like in France and the French Community of Belgium.

Resistance by some educational agents

Resistance to the constraints on teachers' and school providers' autonomy: Teachers and teacher unions can act as an obstacle on the development of evaluation schemes. Anecdotal evidence shows that teachers emphasise the constraints an evaluation scheme places on their autonomy, and are particularly anxious when it comes to evaluating their practice (Scheerens et al., 1999). Similarly, local authorities may oppose schemes imposed by central educational authorities (OECD, 2008c).

Incentives for school staff might not be conducive to school improvement. The failure of numerous reforms can be explained by inconsistencies between their objectives and the behaviour of the teachers and school heads that implement them. If reform design is inadequate, objectives are inconsistent with established programs, costs to individuals are excessive compared to the expected benefits, then school actors are unlikely to commit themselves to its implementation. Teacher support and acceptance of accountability systems and evaluation schemes is thus a challenge to implementation: teachers might support, passively accept or oppose a given evaluation approach. Imposed change is believed to create a "culture of compliance" (Datnow et al., 2000, Leithwood et al., 2000) among teachers at the expense of innovation. Teachers who are constrained in ways likely to reduce their own intrinsic motivation to teach may behave in more controlling ways and be less effective in teaching their students. By contrast, if teachers are involved in planning and implementing evaluation schemes, they are more likely to sustain reform efforts. Furthermore, perceptions of the teacher as intrinsically motivated increase the chances of students’ being intrinsically motivated as well (Leithwood et al., 2000).

Lack of appropriate information and training to guide evaluation and improvement

Implementation difficulties are likely to stem from insufficient information and training. Evidence from a survey based on teachers' self-reports in three American states (California, Georgia, Pennsylvania) in 2004 suggest that most teachers are lacking appropriate support (Hamilton et al. 2005). The survey provides a snapshot of instructional practices in the context of the external accountability systems required by the NCLB Act. Teachers were asked about the usefulness of external progress tests: only about half of the teachers said they received training on how to use results for instructional decision making, and of those who did receive training, only about half found it useful. The results also suggest that some teachers have increased their use of "undesirable practices" such as more time teaching test-taking strategies.

Appropriate skills are required on the part of teachers and school leaders to use performance data and translate evaluation results into practice. Indicators are useful in showing trends and differences among
education systems, but provide no information regarding reasons for the observed trends and suggestions for reversing the trends or reducing gaps. Testing does not immediately translate into good information for schools on the challenges they face, and even less into support for using data to guide school improvement (Townsend, 2007). Schools may lack capacity and training to understand and use data effectively to inform improvement. Scepticism towards data amongst educators based on mistrust or fear of data and evaluation is also likely to increase implementation difficulties (Campbell, Levin, 2008).

4.2.3.1 Lack of training for internal evaluators and leaders in charge of implementing recommendations for school improvement

139. Schools are more likely to develop capacity for improvement and accountability if they are in an environment that provides support for these factors. Most schools and local authorities lack the kinds of information systems that would provide high-quality data on student outcomes (Townsend, 2007). In addition, leaders in charge of implementing measures for school improvement may not receive adequate support everywhere. In decentralised systems, leadership development is the responsibility of local or regional authorities, which might make it more difficult to ensure consistency and equity across schools. Leaders may get different support depending on location. In Sweden, for example, school leaders working in different municipalities can have different opportunities to attend in-service training. In socially disadvantaged areas with less study tradition, challenges for schools might be larger and lead to under provision. A similar situation is reported in New Zealand, where schools have high levels of autonomy (OECD, 2008c).

4.2.3.2 Lack of support to assist schools in using evaluation results effectively

140. Effective feedback has to be provided in a systematic way to enhance achievement. Promoting the better use of existing systems to assess the school system at all levels (national, local) requires that the evaluators make efforts towards communicating properly their reports, tools and results, and that the actors strive to integrate results in processes to improve the system. In France, for instance, the current system of assessment of school quality is often criticized for its lack of effect and clarity. According to the National Council for School Assessment (Döbert et al., 2004), the inspection rates are dissimilar across regions, and the intervals between inspections can be long, particularly as a result of the insufficient number of inspectors. The conditions under which inspections are carried out can differ considerably, the assessment criteria are not always known to the schools receiving the inspection, and are defined at the local level, or even individually, by each inspector. Given the rate at which they take place, the results of the different assessments are put to very little use: reports are often received very late and are not the subject of any discussion.

141. Schools might lack appropriate technical assistance. For instance, in the United States, in the context of the federal No Child Left Behind Act, an increasing number of schools face the challenge of meeting higher performance standards without significant increases in funding or support (Bowen et al., 2006).

4.2.3.3 Legitimacy of the agents in charge of undertaking school evaluation and implementing changes

142. Lack of moral authority may have an important influence on the success of policy implementation. Evidence from a case study in the Canadian province of Ontario (Leithwood et al., 2000) makes clear that conflict and hostility between educators and the government about the nature of the accountability policies as well as the non consultative process used to both develop and introduce them is likely to introduce a pervasive bias into educators’ judgments about the desirability of policy outcomes.
143. School heads may lack legitimacy, support and leadership capacity to implement measures conducive to school improvement, especially where principals are *primus inter pares* who return to the teaching profession once their service is finished. In countries where the position of principal is temporary, such as Spain and Portugal, there has not been much training neither for leadership in general, nor for evaluation in particular (OECD, 2008c).

4.2.3.4 Poor alignment of evaluation systems

144. Difficulties may stem from poor alignment of standards, curriculum and assessment, as well as misalignment of views on the role and purpose of evaluation. Most schools operate in multiple accountability systems. The different systems are seldom aligned, and might be in conflict with each other. Schools have to choose which ones to favour in any given instance (OECD, 2008c). Well-aligned systems enable evaluators to draw valid conclusions about student performance, or to adapt resources to better meet identified needs (Stecher *et al.*, 2000). A well-aligned system implies comprehensive and clearly defined standards for student performance. If standards are poorly designed, teachers are more likely to focus on tests, thus narrowing the focus of teaching (OECD, 2009).

145. The complexity of school systems (including differences in regional and organizational contexts of schools) may be a barrier to alignment of standards, curriculum and assessment (Baker, 2004). Empirical evidence from Finland makes clear that where education systems are decentralized, local evaluation activities vary considerably between different municipalities. As regards Finland, local evaluation has been wide and versatile in the major cities, whereas evaluation has been rather limited and without adequate coordination in small and poor municipalities (Döbert *et al.*, 2004). This problem is particularly acute regarding internal evaluation. Even though the dimensions and criteria for self-evaluation have been defined, their significance in practice is questionable. Although they are likely to serve as a development tool, self-evaluations, as such, have not yielded an adequate basis of reliable and valid data for educational indicators in Finland. Similarly, lack of state by state comparability was reported as one of National Assessment of Educational Progress’ (NAEP) main shortcomings (OECD, 1999). Although diversity of education and indicator systems makes it inappropriate for comparisons, there is no agreement about how alignment of assessments and content standards should be evaluated (Linn, 2005).

4.2.4 Ways to overcome obstacles

4.2.4.1 Ways to overcome the potential perverse effects of the publication of results

146. Since publication of school-level results may pose risks to equity, one possible improvement to raw test scores is to assess the added value of the school in terms of results taking account of the characteristics of the student population. This approach is being pursued in Norway to evaluate the national education system: the National Education Database (NUDB) established in 2002 by Statistics Norway follows individuals through the education system, and is connected to data such as family background. The database allows for analysis of student flows, drop-out, completion and how this is related to social background. Similarly, England is moving to indicators which adjust for pupil intake and school background (RAISEonline). Fairer comparisons are possible thanks to the provision of contextualized performance information related to schools with similar profiles. However, the use of such indicators has some drawbacks. Empirical evidence in two American states (North and South Carolina) suggests that value-added measures of school effectiveness exacerbate any existing incentives for teachers to avoid schools in which students are on average low performing in favour of those in which students perform better on average (Ladd, Walsh, 2002).

147. In order to optimize the publication and usage of school performance indicators, some experts recommend that a wide range of school process features and output characteristics should be published in
order to take into account the many dimensions of school quality aspects. However, the publication of high quality performance indicators requires building and collecting large data banks, which imply that large sums of public money are being spent, whereas the effective advantages of publication are unclear (Visscher, 2001).

4.2.4.2 Providing more support for using evaluation results

148. Supporting school staff in understanding and appropriating the evaluation. Accountability systems are beneficial for school improvement providing that they engage the skills and commitment of the school staff. School leadership is needed to make external accountability beneficial for school improvement. This involves school leaders developing skills in interpreting data and test results in order to implement strategies for improvement. Self-evaluation and improvement are important responsibilities carried out by school leaders (OECD, 2008c). As regards internal evaluation, it seems important to provide training not only in the use of the instruments but also in the management of the evaluation process.

149. Providing schools with benchmarks: In several countries such as the United Kingdom or France, performance indicators are being developed in order to allow school leaders to implement the recommendations for improvement formulated in the course of school evaluation. These indicators are also designed to provide schools with tools to carry out self evaluations. Indeed, the construction of indicators and assessment tools requires technical skills that establishments and their managers do not always have at their disposal, while the time of these managers and their teams is best used for pedagogical tasks rather than collecting information and developing indicators. This is the reason why most of the indicators proposed take the form of a return of information from schools, which provide data for national information and management systems and receive automatically in return personalised indicators which are ready for use and accompanied by references (national, regional or departmental averages) which allow them to situate themselves against others (Döbert et al., 2004).

4.2.4.3 Overcoming the lack of legitimacy of the evaluators

150. Clarifying the criteria used for school evaluation: Anecdotic evidence shows that those evaluated may emphasise the lack of legitimacy of the evaluators. School staff may also complain about the lack of clarity of the criteria used, and what are perceived as arbitrary statements from the evaluators. In France, for instance, according to the National Council for School Assessment (Döbert et al., 2004), the system of assessment is not fair because not all staff are treated alike. In countries where evaluators have some leeway, the conditions under which inspections are carried out can differ considerably. More information should be provided on the standards and criteria used in the course of school evaluation and a minimum level of standardization assured.

151. Evaluating the evaluators. One possible way to reassure those being assessed is to ensure that evaluators are themselves evaluated. Most countries have internal evaluations of the inspection work. Internal evaluation of the inspectorate includes discussions on approaches and instruments within the inspectorate, often under the supervision of a co-ordinating inspector or a chief inspector. Data on the experiences of school managers or parents with the inspectorate can be systematically gathered, as in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. In the Czech Republic, after finalising the inspection report, the Czech School Inspectorate (ČŠI) Headquarters can send a questionnaire to the school heads in order to receive feedback on the work of the inspection in the school. A separate unit within the inspectorate can be exclusively focused on the quality of the inspection work (Standaert, 2001). In Scotland, an audit unit is responsible for evaluating the work of the inspectorate, including the results of the follow-up to the inspections, while a working group of inspectors is permanently engaged on the effectiveness of the guidelines (Standaert, 2001). Systematic evaluation of each inspector takes place in several countries. In the Flemish Community of Belgium, each member of the inspectorate receives an annual evaluation during
the first three years of his career. Thereafter, an evaluation takes place at least every two years. The Department of Evaluation in the Swedish agency was evaluated in 2004, and the agency as a whole in 2005. Similarly, the Danish Evaluation Institute’s methods were evaluated in 2005 by Högskoleverket, a Swedish institution usually evaluating the Swedish higher education sector.

152. **Engaging in dialogue and consultations:** If evaluation seeks to improve the quality of schools, it is important that their staff, which is in the best position to decide what should be evaluated, can play an active part in defining standards and designing the evaluation process. By contrast, when evaluation is used above all to report to the education authorities, or to supply information for the purposes of external evaluation, it is preferable for the authorities to partly determine the criteria. They will then have comparable data at their disposal (Eurydice, 2004). However, schools and school staff will accept more easily to be evaluated and to implement the recommendations formulated by the inspectorate if they are consulted in the design of the process. In addition to taking the opinions and claims of educational practitioners as regards the feasibility and relevance of evaluation schemes into account, the consultation of school staff recognises their skills and experience.

5. **EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON THE EFFECTS OF SCHOOL EVALUATION**

153. This section reviews empirical evidence on the impact of school evaluation schemes. It initially explains the difficulties in assessing the impact of school evaluation schemes. It then considers the mixed qualitative and quantitative empirical findings and analyses the circumstances under which school evaluation schemes seem to be more effective.

5.1 **Difficulties in measuring the impact of school evaluation**

154. **Data availability** The quality of research on the effects of school evaluation schemes is highly dependent on the quality of the available data. The existence of data, however, does not necessarily imply the ability of researchers to identify the impact of school evaluation *per se*. Within an educational system since several policy initiatives are typically introduced concurrently, it is often challenging to find appropriate methods to separate and identify the impact of a single policy initiative.

155. **Inference:** When reforms are implemented nationwide, it is by definition difficult to assess the impact of a specific evaluation scheme and to establish a counter-factual, since there is no control group. Döbert *et al.* (2004) report some of the typical obstacles to program evaluation in the case of England. A number of studies were carried out in England in the 1990s on the effects of local management of schools (LMS) on student outcomes but were unable to assess its effects: LMS was introduced nationally (so there was no control group of schools with no LMS to allow comparison); there was no national pupil assessment dataset on attainment by which effects over time could be tracked; several reforms were introduced at the same time (the national curriculum, assessment and OFSTED inspection) so that it would be intricate to disentangle the respective causal impact of different programs. Identifying whether specific evaluation schemes have a causal impact on pupil performance requires comparability of student data and sufficient variation of school evaluation across schools. The latter seldom exists as school evaluation policies are generally defined nationally, so there are no treatment and control schools within a given country (Wößmann *et al.*, 2007). The endogeneity of school institutional arrangements in the absence of experiments with random assignment of evaluation schemes makes it difficult to measure the causal impact of evaluation schemes on pupil outcomes.
5.2 Empirical evidence on school evaluation schemes

5.2.1 Empirical evidence on the impact of external evaluation systems on school performance

Effects of accountability threats on low-performing schools

156. An emerging body of evidence provides indications that the threat of sanctions on low-performing schools can raise student test scores in the short run. However, the extent to which these test score improvements are due to schools' gaming of the accountability system is unclear. Two strands of research emerge as to the question of whether the observed test score gains from accountability pressure are primarily the result of gaming behaviour or reflect the impact of educational reforms: one such strand suggests positive, short run effects of sanction threats on test scores, and another strand documents the existence of school gaming behaviour under accountability pressure. A number of studies on Florida's accountability system have found that sanction threats have raised the observed test scores of students during the time that they are attending the schools ‘under threat’ (Figlio and Rouse, 2006). The introduction of school accountability in Chicago has been shown to raise test scores by a greater extent within schools at higher risk of being placed on probation (Jacob, 2005). A second strand of research has found that schools under accountability pressure may alter testing conditions or student classifications to boost observed test scores in ways unintended by policymakers. For instance, pressured schools have been shown to remove low-achieving students from school rating calculations by reclassifying them into special education (Jacob, 2005). Schools under pressure have also been observed to manipulate testing conditions through teacher cheating (Jacob and Levitt, 2003).

Impact of external evaluation systems on improvement strategies and school management

157. Chiang (2009) provides evidence that suggests accountability systems have a positive impact on student outcomes. First, using a regression discontinuity design that exploits Florida's system of imposing sanction threats on the basis of a cutoff level of performance, he finds that sanction threats on elementary schools have a persistent, positive impact on student test scores even after the affected students have progressed into middle school. Threat induced math improvements from elementary school largely persist at least through the first 1 to 2 years of middle school, while evidence for persistence of improvements in reading is less consistent. Second, estimates of immediate expenditure responses to the onset of sanctions are found to induce significant changes in the quantity, allocation, or use of educational inputs within threatened schools: sanction threats are found to increase school spending on instructional technology, curricular development, and teacher training. However, the analysis cannot necessarily be generalized to higher performing schools (Chiang, 2009). Similarly, surveys of Florida's principals conducted by Rouse et al. (2006) show that sanction threats induce schools to lengthen instructional time, change school wide schedules, and increase the planning time and professional development with which teachers can improve instruction. These findings are consistent with the claim that schools facing accountability pressure are likely to implement pedagogical and curricular changes in their attempts to raise student achievement. By contrast, Jacob (2003) examines changes in school budgetary line items over a five-year period spanning the introduction of accountability in Chicago and finds declines in fine arts spending, decreases in the ratio of aides to teachers, and increases in the ratio of supervisors to teachers within lower-performing schools relative to higher performing schools.

Effects of public release of results and school “rankings” on school results

158. There is some evidence that schools develop interventions to improve the performance of some groups of students (in detriment of others) in response to the short-run incentives created by school ratings systems in the United States. For instance, Reback (2007) examines whether school accountability systems that use test score measures based only on minimum competency, such as those created under No Child
Left Behind in the United States, influence the distribution of student achievement. Because school ratings in these systems only incorporate students' test scores via pass rates, this type of system increases incentives for schools to improve the performance of students who are on the margin of passing while offering no short-run incentives for schools to improve other students' performance. Schools might therefore concentrate on the marginal students, to the detriment of very low achieving students and high achieving students. Texas' accountability program has been using student performance measures to assign discrete grades or ratings to all schools and/or school districts for several years. Using student level panel data from Texas during the 1990's, Reback estimates schools' short-run incentives to improve the performance of different groups of students. The empirical results suggest that schools respond to the accountability system by taking actions which influence the distribution of student achievement. These actions appear to be both broad measures that help all low achieving students, as well as more targeted measures to assist the students whose performance is critical to the schools' accountability ratings. Additional distributional effects are apparent for the same school across different years. When a school has a greater short-run incentive to raise a pass rate, the performance of very low achieving students increases even if these students have a negligible chance of passing. In contrast, relatively high achieving students perform worse than usual if their own performance is irrelevant to the short run accountability incentives. However, other studies have found that statewide accountability programs have not led to reductions in high school dropout rates or increases in the rate of college attendance (Carnoy et al., 2003). An explanation that reconciles these findings is that schools have been raising the achievement of students who are marginal in terms of passing the state exam, and these types of students remain likely to graduate high school on schedule but unlikely to go to college (Reback, 2007).

5.2.2 Empirical evidence on the impact of evaluation schemes for student performance

Impact of external school evaluation upon student performance

Although there is a vast literature on school effectiveness and school improvement, empirically based studies of the effects of school inspections on school performance remain rare. An empirical study by Rosenthal (2004) investigates the impact of Ofsted inspections on the exam performance of students of inspected schools. The paper finds no evidence that the occurrence of an Ofsted visit has beneficial effects on the exam results of the school’s students. The results indicate a small negative direct effect on exam results. The author suggests that perhaps the efforts by teaching staff in responding to the demands of the school inspection are great enough to divert resources from teaching so as to affect adversely pupil achievement in the year of the visit. According to the author, the requirements of the inspections may even crowd out the school’s own improvement plans for the school’s activities over the critical period. Hence, beneficial efficiency gains resulting from the program must be weighed against the potential costs of inspections, including potentially disruptive effects on pupils’ education.

Impact of performance-based funding accountability systems on student results

Some evidence from U.S. studies suggests that performance-based funding accountability programs may have a positive impact on student outcomes. For instance, Ladd (1999) focuses on measuring the effects of Dallas’s accountability program on student outcomes, as measured by pass rates on the state criterion-referenced test. During the early 1990s, the Dallas Independent School District engaged in the use of a performance-based accountability system based on financial incentives to school staff to increase student learning. Using a panel data set for schools in large Texas’ cities, Ladd’s study measures the gains in student performance in Dallas relative to those in other cities. Positive and relatively large effects are found for Hispanic and white seventh graders, but not for black students. Other potentially positive changes include the fall in the Dallas drop-out rate relative to that for other cities and the fact that principals are being replaced more readily than in the past, which could signify real internal change in the system. However, little attention is paid to processes within schools. According to Ladd, the next step
would be to determine first whether the gains in student performance on the test translate into gains in student learning, and second to relate the gains in outcomes to information about how principals and teachers changed their behaviour in response to the accountability system and how those changes affected outcomes. An additional component would require a closer look at the potentially unintended effects of such programs.

**Effects of school leaders’ involvement in evaluation on student outcomes**

161. Witziers, Bosker and Krüger (2003) find a positive relationship between student outcomes and several dimensions of leadership, such as supervision and evaluation, monitoring, and defining and communicating mission. The authors use a quantitative meta-analysis to estimate the effect size of educational leadership on student achievement among multinational cross-sectional research reports conducted between 1986 and 1996. One should nevertheless take caution to interpret the results in terms of causes and effects: given the fact that school effects are by definition small (achievement differences are best explained by student characteristics), samples of schools tend to be too small to detect significant effects.

**Impact of the publication of schools’ student achievement data upon student performance**

162. Evidence from PISA research suggests that the public release of student results has a positive impact upon student performance. Evaluation and accountability information was collected in PISA 2006 and analyzed to measure the impact of accountability systems upon student performance. The publication of schools’ student achievement data was found to have a statistically significant positive impact upon student performance even after accounting for demographic and socioeconomic background characteristics and other school institutional or program characteristics. Fifteen-year-old students in schools that published student achievement data scored, on average, 3.5 score points higher on the PISA science scale than students in schools that did not publish achievement data, all other things being equal (OECD, 2007c).

**5.2.3 Effects of school evaluation on teachers and school leaders**

**Effects of school evaluation on teacher effectiveness and motivation**

163. Accountability-oriented reforms may shift teachers’ motivational goals: teachers’ intrinsic motivation to teach may be partly displaced by such extrinsic goals as money and “winning” the school’s ranking competition when the stakes are high. As described earlier, evidence from a qualitative study in the Canadian province of Ontario makes it clear that those teachers who are constrained in ways likely to reduce their own intrinsic motivation to teach may behave in more controlling ways and be less effective in teaching their students (Leithwood et al., 2000). The study aimed to understand the sources of motivation influencing teachers’ and school administrators’ implementation of a government performance-based approach to school reform relying on the use of a common provincial report card in all schools aligned to the curriculum frameworks and student standards. Student testing was initiated five years earlier and the results released publicly, giving the media the ability to compare schools and to publish school rankings within districts. The majority of respondents perceived the effects of accountability policies to be mostly negative. Evidence about educators’ personal goals indicated that because the majority of respondents believed that the government’s intentions for many of its policies were unrelated to improving teaching and learning, they found little that resonated with their own professional goals. However, a small majority of administrators did associate some of the government’s policies with goals close to their own. Even though nonalignment with teachers’ goals was the dominant finding, the motivation to implement government policies might have been significantly enhanced had stronger connections been made with such motives as improving the quality of teaching and learning rather than only reducing the budget for education and pursuing political ends. The context in which these judgments were formed was characterized by conflict.
and hostility between educators and the government, suggesting that government approaches to policy making have an important influence on the success of policy implementation. Lack of moral authority on the government’s part, growing out of a perceived discrepancy in goals, is one important reason for this attitude toward the government. Evidence from this case study makes it clear that not only do teachers believe they are primarily accountable to students and parents but also that they are likely to rank the government last among the agencies to whom they feel they should be accountable.

Effects of school evaluation on school leadership

164. Findings from a small scale empirical study of teacher leadership in the United Kingdom provide evidence of the effect of external accountability mechanisms on school leadership (Muijs, Harris 2006). Qualitative evidence was collected from ten schools, purposively selected as being sites where teacher leadership was operational and considered to be contributing to improvement. Data was collected through interviews with school staff, including teacher leaders, classroom teachers, managers and head teachers. External accountability mechanisms, especially in low performing schools, were found to be a barrier to the development of teacher leadership. Indeed, these mechanisms put a strong burden on teachers and on senior management that makes the distribution of leadership more difficult and riskier. The proliferation of top-down initiatives emanating from central government was viewed as stifling teacher initiative and leadership capabilities.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

165. As a response to the demands for high quality education, a growing emphasis is being placed upon comprehensive school evaluation systems as they are central to school improvement efforts, systems of school accountability and school choice. A consensus has emerged on the need for clarifying the purpose of evaluation emphasized and on the importance of including a broad set of stakeholders in the design and implementation of the evaluation process. Effective evaluation schemes require the acceptance and support of those being evaluated, whose positions and claims have to be taken into account throughout the development of the evaluation process.

166. As a general rule, countries make little use of the great variety of methods and approaches that are available for the evaluation of schools. Although the cost of implementing comprehensive school evaluations is not trivial, most researchers recommend broadening the range of aspects to be evaluated and the range of actors to be mobilized. Also, in addition to the traditional inspection-based external evaluation and internal evaluation procedures, a number of other arrangements could be adopted: peer reviews, self-assessments, or the involvement of a more diverse set of evaluators (e.g. experts, critical friends, parents) would contribute to evaluating schools more thoroughly. Moreover, better articulation between school evaluation and other components of the school system’s evaluation framework and better alignment between evaluation procedures led by different agencies (municipalities, school providers, inspectorates) would help prevent inconsistency of objectives and strengthen the coherence of the evaluation system.

167. As regards the consequences of school evaluation for school improvement, connection between the formative and summative functions of evaluation is often deemed insufficient. Similarly, it seems clear that more technical support and training is needed to allow schools to use the findings from external evaluation in a way conducive to school improvement.
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